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New program for sentencing

Li
84

Ward gives victims input

Michael D. Ward
Commonwealth Attorney

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
would like to have some say in the sentence
Staff Writer
that I recommend please let me have an _idea
Crime victims in Calloway and Marshall
as to your thoughts regarding restitution, coun
counties will soon have some input into what
ty jail, penitentiary or some type of public sershould be done with the defendants charged
vice. Obviously, my goal is to best represent
with the crimes against them, thanks to a new
you and to help see to it that 'the punishment
program developed by Commonwealth Atfits the crime.' "
torney Mike Ward who serves both counties.
In some cases - such as a drug raid - the
The Victims Input Program, as Ward tails it,
arresting-officer or investigating detective
will have its first test in two weeks during the
would be asked to respond to Ward's request.
special session of the Calloway County Grand
Ward says prosecutors are often criticized
Jury.
for not talking with victims during trials. He
Ward explains that if a grand jury indicts sosays the program should 'live victims a better
meone. the victim of the alleged crime will
feeling about the judicial) system."
receive a letter from Ward asking for his/her
The victim's recommendation will tarry
input into the case.
"quite a bit of weight" when Ward makes his
A sample letter provided by Ward says:
recommendation to the circuit judge. but Ward
"As the '
t victim of the crime allegedly corm
says some requests "just might not be
mifted by this person against you or your pro.
'possible."
perty your feelings concerning the handling of
He cites 676 individuals convicted of crimes
this case are very important to me. If you
who are currently in county jails waiting to be

transferred to state penitentiaries. Under this
circumstance. Ward says he might not always
be able to seriously consider a victim's request
that the defendant go to jail - especially if he
felt another form of penalty would be suitable.
"If there has been no prior felony conviction
and the present offense is not considered
serious, we might make the defendant do corn•
munity work by having them do jobs the county
cannot afford to pay someone to do but that
need to be done - §,uch as painting the pool at
the park." he says.
Since he has not been exposed to this type ,)!
progam before Ward says he doesn't really
know what kind of response he will get from
victims. He says he's -looking for about half to
respond."
Ward says the cost of the new program is
minimal, requiring only -a little extra
postage."

FTC puts
burden on
used car
buyers
WASHINGTON (AP) The Federal Trade Commission wants used-car dealerT
to say whether a vehicle carries a warranty, but the FTC
Is leaving it up to tire-kicking
buyers to separate the cream
puffs from the lemons.
The agency, hoping to end
an eight-year battle over bringing federal regulation to
the 385-billion-a-year usedcar business, voted Tuesday
to scrap its controversial plan
to require dealers to warn
customers in writing about a
used car's known mechanical
defects.
Instead, dealers would
have to provide information
about warranties, suggest a
customer get the car checked
by an independent mechanic
and warn buyers that they
should get dealer's promises
in writing.
The revised used-car rule,
still subject to final action,
was hailed by the National
Automobile Dealers Association, criticized by consumer
lobbyists and called a "buyer
beware" approach by a dissident FTC member.
Tuesday's 3-2 vote scrapping the known-defect proposal
and tentatively adopting the
new rule found the FTC clearly divided between Reagan
and Carter administration
appointees.
Carter holdovers Patricia
Bailey and Michael Pertschuk pushed for the stronger
requirement, which the
dealers have challenged in
court, but they were outvoted
by the Reagan commissioners, chairman James C.
Miller III, George Douglas
and Terry Calvani
The new language, which
could become final upon a second FTC vote within 60 days
if the auto dealers drop their
legal challenge, would require used vehicles to carry
stickers that:
-Spell out the terms of any
warranty on the car or state
that the car is sold "as is." If
there is no warranty, the
sticker must specify OW
repairs are the buyer's
responsibility.
7-Suggest the customer obtain an independent Inspection of the vehicle.
-Bear a warning that
because spoken promises are
difficult to enforce, dealer
assurances should be obtainIn writing
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Five new regents
at Murray State

Five new members of the Murray State Board of Regents take
the oath of office at a special ceremony Tuesday on campus. Re!'
ing sworn in by board Secretary Patsy Dyer are (from left)
William E. Beasley, Paducah; Virginia Strohecker. Horse Cav e;
Frank Nichols, Benton; Irma La Follette, Murray; and Tom
Baumgarten. Owensboro. Baumgarten was elected student

regent for a one•year term; the others were appointed b3 loa .
Martha Layne Collins for six-year terms. Folio% ing the sa *taring
in, the new members were given an orientation session b3 board
Chairman Richard Frymire. President Kale stroup and other
university officials. Frymire said he will appoint the new regents
to board committees before the next business meeting in the fall.

Hubbard defends record on lobby contributions
Says groups don't influence his votes
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) - Rep.
Carroll Hubbard says he can
point to his voting record in Congress to show that he's not influenced by the groups who
donate to his campaigns.
Hubbard, a Democrat who
represents the let District of
western Kentucky, was criticized last month by a Washington,
D.C.-based group for accepting
money from the marietne industry and for building up huge

campaign treasuries.
Philip Stern, co-chairman of
the "Citizens Against PACs,"
questioned Hubbard's acceptance of more than $45,000 from
the maritime industry, noting
that western Kentucky is 500
miles from the nearest ocean
In a news conference and in
newspaper ads, Stern said the
only reason Hubbard received
the money Is because he is a

member of the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee, which Stern said deals
mainly with issues related to
ocean-going ships. Similar
criticism has been aimed at
other congressmen who have accepted large sums of PAC
money.
Hubbard had steadfastly
refused to comment on the
criticism until Saturday, when
he was interviewed on WPSDTV's "Accent" program'. He
said some of the maritime
groups mentioned by Stern, including the Seafarers Union,
have an interest in western Kentucky's inland waterways.

He said his votes don't always
reflect the advice of the groups
"I could point to dozens of
votes that I have cast (that) are
contrary to the wishes of those
who have contributed to me,"
Hlibbard said, adding that the
last vote he cast on an issue of
interest to the Seafarers Union
was against the wishes of the
union.
Responding to Stern's
criticism that Hubbard, as an
unopposed candidate for reelection, has no need to accept
campaign money. Hubbard said
his well-stocked *eeasury is one
reason he's able to beat back
challenges,

Potential opponents realize
they will need "to raise about
3500,000, or at least $200,000," to
defeat Hubbard, the congressman said.
Accepting money from special
interest groups and at fundraisers in Washington, Hubbard
said, has enabled him to avoid
seeking contributions from constituents "when ... I may not
have an opponent."
"These political action committees do contribute to my
campaign, and I find it more
comfortable than asking friends
of mine in western Kentucky to
donate to my campaign," Hubbard said.

today's index

Bill Collins will help pay off debts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Two unsuccessful Democratic
gubernatorial candidates say
they are grateful for Dr. Bill Collins' efforts to help them pay off
their campaign debts.
"I'm terribly pleased and
grateful and am looking forward
to great success," said .Dr
Grady Stumbo. ,

"That would be a tremendous
help, with interest rates going
up," commented Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane "I was
obviously quite pleased "
Collins has launched a $200,000
fund-raising effort to help wipe
out their debts, even though both
were his wife's political rivals
during the governor's raCe last

year.
Collins mailed a letter Mon.
day to 500 people saying that
"both Martha Layne and I concur" with the decision to raise
money for Sloane and Stumbo.
"I was taught to help people,"
Collins explained. "Sometimes
yeti don't have to have a motive((ont'd Oil pow I)

Man charged in shootings of Benton family
A Grand Rivers mart is being
held on charges of first-degree
assault and burglary, following
the shooting of his estranged
wife and parents-in-law Tuesday
night.
Jerry Allen Moneymaker, 82,
I. accused of shooting the three
persons with a handgun at their
Route 7. Benton home. He is

:

lodged in Marshall County Jail,
Kentucky State Police identified the victims as Justin Orr,
47, Edna Orr, 43, and-Deborah
Orr Moneymaker, 24. All were
taken to Western Baptist
Hospital. where Justin Orr and
Deborah Orr Moneymaker were
listed in serious condition, and
Edna Orr in fair condition

Moneymaker allegedly broke
into the Orrs' home, where his
estranged wife was staying. on
Ky. 1422 north of Benton about
midnight. After the alleged
shooting, he fled the scene and
was arrested about an hour later
at his mother's residence In
Lake City, police said
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Excessive heat and huinidtty Wednesday and Thursday
Daytime heat index in excess of 105 degrees
Today: Mostly sunny hot
and humid with a 30 percent
chance of a thunderstorm by
laTe afternoon Highs in the
mid 90s, Southwest winds at
10 to-15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
continued very warm and
humid with a 30 percent
chance of a thundetstorm,
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358 it
Hartley Lake
35/4 7

Readers'Digest awards
$1,000 grant to MSU
grants in 1969 and 1970 and
recenUy applied for the $1,000
grant, according to McGaughey.
"We feel that we will be eligi-

The Department of Jourruzlism and Radio-Television at
Murray State University has
received a $1,000 travelresearch grant from the
Readers' Digest Foundation.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
department chairman, said the
money is to be used for students
in the journalism program to
travel and do research for articles that will be submitted for
publication to newspapers and
magazines.
The department received

ble to receive a similar grant
each year," he pointed out,
"which will be a particularly
great asset to out feature and
magazine production class,
although not limited to those
students."
Begun in 1955 by DeWitt
Wallace, founder of Reader's
Digest, the travel-research

graiat program has enabled
thousands of journalism
students to cover off-campus
stories in the past 30 years
Grants ranging in size from
$1,000 to 81,500 and totaling
$95,500 were disbursed by the
Readers's Digest Foundation to
61 schools in 1983
Students approved for travel
funds through the program get
first-hand experience in planning field work, organizing and
writing an article, trying to get
it published and keeping an accurate record of expenses
Kent Rhodes, foundation
president and administrator of
the grants program, said:
-While we like to see the
students' stories published in the
college newspaper, it is
especially pleasing to see them
appear in other magazines or
newspapers '

Fiscal Court approves request
for county attorney internship
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal Court
has voted unanimously to hire
an intern on a work-study program to be employed in the office of the county attorney. The
program will allow a Murray
State University student to work
on the collection of past-due property taxes.
Necessary funding for the proposed 12-week study has been
estimated at $1,800 with $900 being appropriated from the county attorney's office as collected
from past-due accounts. The remaining $900 will come from
Fiscal Court.
County Attorney Max Parker
reported that the proposal came
from two MSU seniors who had
expressed interest in such a program. He told magistrates he
felt that money recovered from
past-due property taxes would
more than offset the $900.

Parker added that he will soon
be filing suits against property
owners who fail to pay their
taxes. This type of legal action
has not been taken in at least 50
years, he said, but the number of
delinquent taxpayers is increasing annually and the county continues to lose a significant
amount of tax dollars each year.
In other court action
magistrates also unanimously
voted to name road department
employee Floyd Renfroe temporary acting engineer in the
absence of Engineer Joe Bruce,
Wilson.
Members of the court again
discussed at length the problem
of illegal dumping in the county.
John Neubauer, who also attended the June 12 meeting of the
court, again expressed his willingness to assist with correcting
the problem.
Neubauer reported in June
that someone regularly dumps

garbage on his property in the
New Concord area.
County Judge-Executive
George Weaks assured
Neubauer that the problem is
under investigation but that
there appears to be no easy or
affordable solution.
Part of the problem reportedly rests on some private haulers
who magistrates suspect are
charging for services but illegally dumping garbage on private
property instead of taking it to a
landfill.
After more discussion it was
decided to have Parker investigate the feasibility of adopting an ordinance that would require all prtvate haulers who
operate in the county to purchase a permit for a nominal fee
(probably $1). The ordinance
would likely require that these
haulers report regularly with
receipts from landfills where
they have dumped.
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Appliances!
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Large Capacity, washer
with 4 automatic cycles
piixs Super SURG1LATOR
Agitator Five-cycle. 3
temperature dryer with
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Gas dryer as,adabie
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cycles. Power Clean washing system. iiiTemp
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decorator 6-color panel
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mind doors. Whitstable
shelves and meat pan.
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automate ice maker
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OR YOUR MONEY BACK'

All Whirlpool appliances
have earned this seal

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
Vaslnata ls Good"

Murray, Ky.

(302) 733-0393
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The Tenth Annual MSU High
School Speech Institute will be
held at Murray State University
from July 15 through July 22.
The camp, which Is open to all
junior and senior high school
students with interests In speech
and drama activities, is the only
one of its kind in the region.
Director Robert Valentine. MSU
tlebate coach, says that instruction and practice will be offered
in such contest events as
debating, oratory, extemporaneous speaking, prose and
poetry reading, and dramatic
interpretation
"We have assembled an exceptional staff for the 1984 Institute," said Valentine. Included among the instructors and
special lecturers will be professional actors and actresses,
several college instructors, and
three coaches whose speech
teams have won national
honors. Prof. Ruby Krider,
nationally-known author and
lecturer on creative dramatics
and oral interpretation, will be
in charge of the interpretive
studies.
Students will study in one of
two areas — forensics or interpretation. Forensics students
will be further divided according to their primary interests.
Two-man debate, Lincoln Douglas Debate, and public
speaking divisions will be offered for intensive study.

(that'd from page 1)
tion to help somebody out."
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
closed her campaign with a
surplus after raising a record $5
million, primarily through her
husband's efforts.
Sloane owes $300,000 from two
unsuccessful gubernatorial
races in 1983 and 1979. Stumbo
borrowed the same amount, and
his campaign still owes him
about $250,000, as well as some
$20,000 owed his Washington
consultant.
"He didn't ask me for
anything," Sloane said. "He
said he wanted to be fair to the
whole party and he felt that
Grady should be included."
Stumbo said he also requested
the fund-raising assistance.
"He's the first person this
close to a governor to make a
public commitment to help other
Democratic Candidates," Stumbo said. "I think it bodes for
good will in the Democratic
Party."
Contributors are asked to send
checks to him at the governor's
mansion,

local high school," said Valentine "We never dreamed that it
would continue for 10 years, but
the results have been so
satisfactory that we've been
klmost forced to continue."
While the deadline for applications has passed, the program
remains open to students from
Murray, Calloway County,
Henry County, Tenn„ and Trigg,
Marshall. Crittenden and McCraJten Counties in Kentucky.
Further information is available
by calling (502) 782-4483. The
deadline for all applications is
Friday, July 13.

interpretation students will
concentrate on reading of prose
and poetrg, as well solo and duo
dramatic performances. Special
seminars will be offered for advanced students and for high
school coaches
Tuition and fees for the week's
activities will be $50. Students
wishing to stay In Murray State
dormitories must pay additional
fees. According to Valentine, a
student could spend the week on
campus, including meals, for
"around $130."
So far, the Institute has attracted students from as far
away as Georgia, and from
several schools in Illinois, Tennessee, Missouri, and Kentucky.
Officials estimate that nearly
100 students will attend, making
it the largest enrollment in the
history of the summer program.
"This program started as a
means of supplementing the
teaching that is available in the

Thurston new
Guard commander
CWO Donald F. Thurston will
relieve CWO Robert L. Gatlin as
Commander of Coast Guard
Group Tennessee River, located
at Paris Landing, TN.
Thurston joined the Coast
Guard in April of 1954. He has
served aboard five vessels and
12 shore units, serving fa Commanding Officer or Executive
Officer at 10 of these units. He is
reporting aboard from the Second Coast Guard District Office
in St. Louis. Thurston is married
to the former Flerroalene G
Anderson of Rossville, Georgia,
and will reside in Murray.
CWO Gatlin will report aboard
the Coast Guard Cutter Rambler
as Commanding Officer on 30
July 1984. The Cutter Rambler is
homeported in Charlston, S:C.
Mr. Gatlin is married to the
former Beverly Lewis of
Southport, N.C. They will be accompanied by their son Lonnie
and daughter Rebecca in
Charleston, S.C.

Gym floor causing
concern in Graves
The Graves County Board of
Education is reportedly concerned about the condition of the
Farmington Elementary School
gymnasium floor and have
decided to hire an expert to
determine what is causing the
problems with the floor.
General contractor Max
Cleaver and his attorney Steve
Sanders, both of Murray, along
with board architects Bob
Gresham and John Keeling and
board attorney Dan Sharp made
the recommendation during a
board meeting last week.
There was discussion of taking
Cincinnati Flooring, the firm
that laid the floor, into court to
require them to replace the
floor. Sanders and Sharp advised against that action until the
cause of the problem could be
determined.
The floor was laid two years
ago when the school was built.

Joy Bale Boone will be guest
speaker at the Writers Pot;
pourri, July 14, 9:30-12 noon in
the Public Library. Mrs. Boone,
who resides in Elkton, is an
author, poet, feature writer, a
member of the Editoral Board of
University Press of Kentucky,
and former president of Friends
of the Libary.
Her topic will be "Poetry and
Poetry Forms." She will be
reading and discussing some of
her own poems as well as other
poems by different poets.

•

Selective Service
issues reminder
"It's quick. It's Easy. And it's

the law."
That's the message being sent
forth across the nation reminding young men to register for
the Selective Service.
Officials from the Selective
Service System remind all
young men born on or after Jan.
1, 1960 that they are required to
register with the Selective Service within a month of their 18th
birthday.
The registration forms are
available at all U.S. Post Offices
and ask for name, date of birth,
address, telephone number and
Social Security number.
The system "helps keep our
country prepared with a pool of
names to draw from in case of a
national emergency," officials
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Airlines stacked up
and circling airports
In the realm of air travel, it seems that the
governments have been trying to do too many
things at once.
Airline deregulation is one of them. It has led
(unanticipatedly ) to flights being scheduled in
tighter and tighter bunches - both to accommodate the hub-and-spoke traffic pattern that
airline deregulation has spawned, and because
companies trying to run at maximum capacity
are scheduling their flights to facilitate the
largest possible number of connections. Government officials point to 27 flights scheduled to land
in Atlanta in one seven-minute period: 63 flights
are scheduled to land at Kennedy Airport in New
York between 8 and 9 p.m. each day - more than
even the runways can handle, much less the air
traffic controllers.
Yet at the same time, the government, since
the air traffic controllers strike of 1981. has been
trying to cut its own costs - and to ease the
workload of the controllers to stop the new group
from unionizing and striking. From a pre-strike
force of 16,400 controllers, the government's current goal, not yet reached, is to have 14,300 controllers in a reorganized system.
Combine that with both the dramatic increase
in the absolute number of flights handled at major Eastern airports and the new bunching
phenomenon, and something was sure to give.
Recent reports by government and industry
show it has. Safety, Federal Aviation Administration officials have taken pains to assure
the public, is not being compromised. But delays
- up 5r percent in the last four months over last
year's number - are serious in their own right,
and they have a potential to affect safety that
cannot be ignored.
Under deregulation, however, no government
agency has the power to impose scheduling
limitations on the airlines. The FAA is, thus, left
with no tool but to keep planes circling and
waiting - and hope industry soon adjusts itself .
to the traffic control realities. Industry, for its
part, hopes the FAA will adjust itself to the new
schedules. What results is not progress, but a tug
of war, something else that deregulators hadn't
anticipated.
The FAA recently did about the most it could
under the circumstances, calling for a joint
government-industry study of traffic flaws, promising to make changes in air traffic control procedures and suggesting it might increase its traffic controller hiring goal. But the current congestion problems suggest that it's time for the nation to take a less purist approach to airline
deregulation.
Giving the government back enough authority
to coordinate private scheduling with public air
traffic control systems - giving the FAA..for in.
stance, the authority just to make rules about
how any landings can be scheduled in one
10-minute period - would not greatly compromise the consumer benefits of deregulation.
Yet it would prevent the decontrolled skies from
turning into a foolish and potentially dangerous
burlesque of the deregulators' original
intensions.

United States has
weakest gun control
of western nations
The United States has the weakest laws controlling gun purchases of any Western nation. It
also has the highest handgun murder rate.
Although polls indicate that the American people want more stringent gun controls, a bill is
moving through Congress that would do just the
opposite.
The McClure-Volkmer Gun Decontrol Bill S
914 and HR 2420 has been described by opponents as "the worst pro-gun legislation ever to
pass the (Judiciary committee."
The bill allows "simple carelessness" to be used as a defense by dealers who fail to keep
records of handgun sales. It also allows unlicensed persons to buy handguns across state lines.
It is interesting to note that the National Rifle
Association has contributed more than $175,000
to members of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
We do not believe that controls are needed for
rifles or shotguns. They are rarely used to
murder. But Congress should enact tougher laws
controlling handguns. Weakening existing laws
under pressure from the NRA would be
Irresponsible.
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Cubs'standings a matter ofgravity
My friend Wally is one of the
world's most serious worriers.
If there's even one tiny cloud in
the sky, he won't leave the house
without an umbrella. Then he looks
at the umbrella and says: "I'll probably put it down somewhere and
lose it. I better leave it home. If it
rains, I can lust duck into doorways. But you never know who
might be hiding in a doorway.
Maybe a mugger. Gee, I wish the
weather would clear up."
If the sky is clear and the day
sunny, he'll shake his head and
say: "Oh-oh. Sunshine. Too much
of it can give you skin cancer."
He worries about things that
never cross anybody else's mind.
One day he said to me:
"You ever think about gravity?"
Not often. What about it?
"You ever think about what
would happen if gravity just
stopped?"
I guess we'd all go flying off into
space.
"That's what I think, too. It's a
nightmarish thought, isn't it. Society would really be in chaos."
Don't worry about it. Gravity
Isn't going to stop.
"I don't know. How can you be
sure?"
I just am.
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''Anything can break down.
Especially if it's electrical. You
can buy a new appliance and It
might not even work when you take
It out of the box. So how do we know
that whatever causes gravity won't
just conk out one day?"
Things like.that don't happen.
-Not yet, but there's always a
first time. If it happened, do you
think I'd be better off indoors?"
Why?

That's because he's a Cubs fan,
which somehow figures
And like many Cubs fans, he's
discovered that winning can be
even more stressful than just plodding along in the rear.
Every day he asks the same
question:
"Do you really think they can do
It?''
Sure. Why not?
"But they lost today. They were
shut out. They looked weak,
pathetic."
It's a long season. There will be
days like that. Remember how
great they looked the other day in
that 11 to 10 game.
"I don't know. Their pitchers
gave up so many runs. It was
terrible."
What matters is that they came
from behind and won.
"Yeah, but they could have lost."
Look, the next day their pitcher
threw a shutout.
"Yeah. But we only scored five
runs. And today we were shut out.
Do you think they're starting to collapse? To swoon?"
They're going to lose some
games. Every team loses games.
"Yeah, but what if they lost 10 in
a row?"
They won't. They have too much
talent.

"The ceiling. It would keep me
from falling into space."
I suppose so, if the whole house
didn't fly off Into space, too.
"Yeah. But it shouldn't. Not if it
has a good foundation. Of course,
you could probably hurt yourself
falling up to the ceiling."
Sure, crack your head.
"I wonder what it would cost to
pad the ceiling."
Which room?
"That's right. I'd have to pad the
whole house. Doggone, I knew
something like this would happen.
Just when I get done paying off the
car, another unexpected expense.
Life is hard."
Life has been even harder for
Wally this summer than at any
time I remember. He's.now found
something that causes him to wr.
tog his hands every day.

YOU'Rt Rteln, WE PO
HAVE Ala IN GOMMON.I'VE
NEVER aui AN E1ECTE9 GFFICf
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looking back

heartline
Herartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartllne, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
HEARTLINE: I Just became
eligible for Medicare late last year.
Everyone keeps telling me to try to
find a doctor who accepts assignment, even though most of them
can't really explain to me exactly
what assignment is. I don't know
where to start. Do you have any advice? L.C.
ANSWER: Health and Human
Services (HI-IS) is preparing a list
of physicians and suppliers who accept assignment from Medicare
This list will be sent to local Social
Security Offices and possibly to
senior citizens' organizations. It
will show the percentage of time
the physician or supplier accepted
Medicare assignment. For instance, one physician may have accepted assignment 11 to 20 percent
of the time, while another may
have accepted assignments 91 to
100 percent of the time.
It is very important for you to
know which physican accepts
Medicare assignment. Acceptance
of the assignment means that the
physician will accept whatever
payment Medicare believes is
reasonable.
Thus, if Medicare determines
that the reasonable charge for the
physician's services for a particular case is $1000 (of which
Medicare wouhl normally pay 80
percent, 1.e. $800), the physician
will accept this as his fee in charge
and the patient will only have to
pay $200. However, we know that
medicare rarely pays 80 percent of
a doctor's bill. In the same example as above, if Medicare decided
that the reasonable charge for the
service is WO, then the 80 percent
they would pay would be $480, and

•
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you would be left to pay the remaining $520. If the doctor accepted assignment, he would
charge only the $600 for the service, and you would only have to
pay $120. So you can see the big difference in the amount you would
end up paying out of your pocket by
going to a doctor who does not ac-

business mirror

"That would be awful, though'
Or 20 in a row?"
Maybe they'll win 10 or 20 m a
row Have you thought of it that
way?
"Yeah. But that might make
them over-confident. And that
could cause them to collapse. Do
you really think they can win their
division?"
Sure, why not?
"But then they'll probably lose
the playoffs, won't they? That
would be terrible. to get that far
and then lose. It doesn't seem fair
Wait a minute, They could also
win the playoffs.
"You really think so" And get m
the World Series?"
Why not? They've got speed,
power. pitching. They've made
good trades.
"The Cubs in the World Series.
It's hard to imagine. But what if it
went to seven games?"
That would be exciting.
"Not if they lose. And they'd probably lose. I mean, they don't have
much experience and the experienced team usually wins. Oh,
that would be terrible. To get down
to the seventh game and lose."
Why don't we worry about that
when it happens?
"If they get that far, do you think
you can get us a couple of tickets?"
I'll try,
"Gee, I wish the Cubs had a domed stadium."
For what?
"In case gravity conks out during the seventh game."

cept assignment.
These records can be useful for
they will show which physicians accept Medicare assignment and how
often. It is suggested that you consult these records when they
become available before you
choose a physician,

john cunniff

NEW YORK (API - It's a penevents participants can withdraw
sion plan that begins with a cut in
money while still employed. On
take-home pay but could end, if all
separation from the company, the
goes as planned, in a relatively
money can be taken without a 10
bountiful payoff on retirement.
percent penalty, as with IRAs It may be the pension plan of the
although the funds are then liable
future, if not now.
to taxes
Tagged with a name so
A 401(k) is nothing more than a
nondescript it could be applied to a
company pension program allowgeneric medicine or a part in a
ing a worker to contribute beforewarehouse, and once little
tax deductions through a payroll
understood even by those whoa._
business it is to know, the 401(k) --deduction program. The company,
If it desires, may also contribute on
lay dormant for a couple of years.
behalf of the employee.
Now it is booming T Rowe
But why the burst of interest
Price, a money-management
now?
organization which designs and administers 401(k )s, estimates that
Many companies have found
their defined pension plans have
80 percent of the largest industrial
grown enormously, bigger in fact
corporations will have them by the
end of the year.
than the potential need, because of
In effect, a 401(k) transfers to
increases in their stock investments and because of high inemployees the tax benefits that acterest earned on bonds
crue to corporations under the
Those funds have tempted some
most common pension plans, called defined benefit plans, which
companies to tap their pension
funds for corporate purposes or
specify if not guarantee a set sum
end them altogether.
on retirement.
The 401(k) guarantees nothing,
But there is at least one More
reason, according tqRockwell.
but it does give employees a tax
Defined benefit plans - as opdeferral on as much as $30.000 of inposed to defined contribution
come a year. The money is
plans, such as 401(k is - coat cordeducted from the paycheck before
porations dearly, one reason being
any federid tax, including that for
that the pensions are all but
Social Security.
guaranteed even if the company or
It means, for example, that an
the economy do poorly.
employee in a 80 percent tax
Rockwell estimates that such
bracket would experience a net
pension plans sometimes cost 6
paycheck reduction of only $70 for
percent to 10 percent of payroll. He
every $100 contributed to the 401(k)
says the newer, 401(k) Plana Cost
plan
considerably lees, and may be the
No taxes are assessed on earnleast expensive of all to
ings until retirement, disability or
administeis
death, and in certain hardship

Ten years ago
Steve Winchester, Tony Bayless.
Tommy Chavis, Donnie Williams,
Lindsey Hudspeth. Terry Vance,
Mike Schroeder, Lindy Suiter,
Dwaine Musgrove, Micky McCulston, Maki° Nesbitt, Keith
Taber!, Pat McMillen, Raymond
Sims, David Frank, Paul Robertson and Willie Perry aremembers
of the Colt-League All-Star
Baseball Team.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Arnett
will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on July 12.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Goodwin, July 2, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Randall Orr, July 3, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Foley, July 4.
Miss Nancy Beth Mathis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Ray Mathis, and Joseph Lawrence
Stinker, son of the Rev. and Mrs.
R.A. Stinker, were married at First
Baptist Church.
Navy Seaman Kenneth D.
Thomas. son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomas, graduated from
Naval Submarine School, Groton,
Conn.
Twenty years ago
Murray Chief of Police Burman
Parker and Murray Police
Sergeant James Brown show the
new radar unit purchased by the
City of Murray to help curb
speeding in the city.
Hugh F. Story, Boatswain's mate
second class, USN, is a
crewrnember of Navy refrigerated
stores ship, USS Graffias,
operating with the Seventh Fleet in
the Far East.
Trudy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, and a student at
Murray High School, has been
selected to be a delegate to the national meeting of the Future
Homemakers of America at Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill., July
13-18.
James L. Johnson. executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, spoke about "The
Growth and Future Prospects of
Murray" at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Matt Sparkman, dean of Murray
State College, spoke about the Student Exchange Program at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club.
Thirty years ago
Waldo Sauter has been appointed
as an assistant professor in the
Physical Education Department at
Murray State College.
Bobby Falwell, James Gerry
Smith, Max Parker, Jerry Adarhs,
Chris Miller, Donald Lockhart,
Stoney Henson and Edward Hule
completed shooting lessons with
J.P McClain as instructor while
spending a week at John W. Currie
Conservation Camp.
Mrs. Wesley Kemper led the program at a meeting of the Wesleyan
Circle of WSCS of the First
Methodist Church held at the home
of Mrs. Bobble Grogan.
Mr. and Mrs. B.J. Hoffman have
returned home after a motor trip to
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., where they
were the guests of their daughter,
Mrs Marvin Hodges and family.
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Parrish-Causey wedding on Aug. 4
Mrs. Betty Parrish
announces the engagement and approaching
marriage of her
daughter, Tronda Jean,
to Jerry Wayne Causey,
son of Mr_ and Mrs 0.T
Causey.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of the late
Junior Parrish. She is
the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs_ H.L.
Sliger and Mrs. Reba
Parrish and the late
W.G. Parrish.
Miss Parrish is a 1984
graduate of Murray
High School. She is
presently enrolled at
Murray State
University.
Mr. Causey is the
grandson of the late Mr
and Mrs. Ruben Mathis
of Marshall County and
of the late Mr. and Mrs
Van Causey of Dover.
Tenn.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday.
Aug. 4, at 2:30 p.m. at
the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
Church of Murray.
A reception will follow
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
All friends and
relatives of the couple
are invited to attend the
wedding and the
reception.

DATEBOOK
Band boosters will meet

Party planned at Oaks

The Calloway County Band Boosters will meet
Thursday. July 12. at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of
Calloway County High School. Jerry Ainley.
Calloway principal. urges all band members,
paients, teachers and interested persons to attend to meet the newly named band director,
Dan Wright. He is coming to Calloway County
from Clarksville. Tenn.

A Teen Pool Party for Grades Seven through 12
will be at the Oaks Country Club on Saturday. July 14, at 6 p.m. Each member may bring a friend
and favorite dance music. The ch'ess will be
swim suit and covering. Reservations for the
supper at $3 per person should be made by Friday. July 13. by calling Truman and Donna Whitfield. 759-4004, or Thomas and Carol Holcomb,
753-7431.

Slough will be judge
The West Kentuoty Riding Club will have an
open horse show on Saturday. July 14. at 7 p.m.
at the showgrounds on Gum Springs Road in McCracken County. Christian Slough of Murray,
formerly of New York State, will be the judge.
He was on the U.S. %Junior Olympics Team for
three years, is a noted intructor, clinician and
judge of Huntseat, Stockseat and POA.
Classes will be Western, Gaited, Huntseat and
Walking horses; leadline. beginner, youth event
and advance riders. First place silver and five
place ribbons will be awarded. Admission will be
Si with those under 6 free. Concessions will be
available. For information call 1-554-4926,
1-554-8665 or 1-443-2757.

The Single Connection will meet Thursday. July 12. at 7:30 p.m. on the third floor of Education
Building, First United Methodist Church. "If
You Can't See, Climb A Tree" will be topic for
discussion. For information call Dick at 436-2174
or Jill at 753-1701 or 753-6654.

Sheila Gaye Clendenon
selected for book honor

Troncia Jean Parrish
andJerry Wayne C.:11.1SCV to marry

and taking pictures.
This was the first time
the entire group had
been together in 25
years. They range in
age from 94 down to
three years.
Attending were the
following:
Mary Copper, Los
Angeles, Calif.; James
Leon Orr, Jr., Las

Vegas, Nev.; Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Poole and
Ronnie Poole, Carrollton, Texas;
James Leon Orr III,
Dallas, Texas; Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Orr and
children, Matthew,
Michelle and Michael,
Utica, Mich.;
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Orr and children, Jason

and Elijah, Paducah
Mi;s. Cindy Jackson an
children, Amy an
Mark, Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Modena Orr
Westview Nursin
Home, Murray; Mrs
Lettye Wilson, Murray
Freeman Sykes, Hazel
Park, Mich.; and the
hosts, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Orr, Sr.

•a--ill'art-28 viral mr-li-as
We are pleased
to announce that
Robin
Parker.
bride-elect of Keith
Rigsby,
has
selected her potand
actery
cessories from our
complete bridal
registry. Robin and
Keith will be married Aug. 11.

The Slunocase

Sheila Gaye
Clendenon has been
selected to represent
her church, First Baptist Church, and Murray
High School in the
publication, The Society
of Distinguished
American High
Students.
She was nominated
for the honor by Joetta
Harlow, director of
Children, Youth and Activities of First Baptist

CINE 1 & 2
1:1111,3,11, 7:111,1:18

THE TREASURE
HOUSE
Southaide Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
TROIT.,•• CIEWIO•.01

Daly has bet everything ttut sha
turn • Now Yorli Cab Driver
(Stallone) into • big Country Strhir
ing Star: C•n She Do hr,

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wortharn. Rt. 1. Murray,
are the parents of a son, Gary Ryan, weighing
seven pounds six ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Thursday. June 14, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. The father is attending school in Somerset.
Grandparents are Mrs. Shirley Cook Warren,
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Cook. Elizabethtown,
and Mr. and Mrs. Youel Wortham, Rt. 1, Murray. Great-grandparents are Thomas Manis and
the late Myrtle Manis, and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Cook. Rt. 6, Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wortham, Paragould, Ark.; and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Maylon Rose, Dearborn, Mich.

Miranda Kym Cole born

Jessica Renae Marvin born

141111,141, Ilea thee Eines Sege

We are happy to announce that Sara Graves,
bride-elect of Bruce Scott,
has selected her decorative
accessories from our bridal
registry. Sara and Bruce
will marry August 11.

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Johnson, Rt. I, Almo, are
the parents of a son, Kevin Garrett. weighing six
pounds eight ounces, measuring 21 inches, born
on Sunday, July 1, at 6:17 p.m. al MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another
son, Mark Andrew, 5. The mother, the former
Wanda Garrett, is on leave as a teacher from
Calloway County High School. The father is
employed at Fisher-Price Toys.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Quindon
Johnson of Marietta, Miss., and the Rev. and
Mrs. Coy Garrett, Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Ruth McElyea of Murray and Curtis
Garrett of Belmont, Miss.

Mr. and Mrs. Kim Alan Cole, 136 Bel Air,
Mayfield, are the parents of a daughter, Miranda
Kym. born on Wednesday. July 4, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Burton McGuire of Louisville-and
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cole of Charlotte, N.C.

Daily Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00

Cute C lever.
ellsehlevona
Intelligent
Dangerou•
STEVEN
SPILLBZW)

Kevin Garrett _Johnson born

Gary Ryan Wortham born

Singles plan discussion

Family reunion held at the Leon Orr's home
All the Children,
grandchildren and
great-grandchildren
met at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Orr, Sr.,
1660 Calloway Ave.,
Murray, for a family
reunion from June 29 to
July 7.
Activities included
meals, homemade ice
cream, cold watermelon

Miirray Ledger & Tirnes

Jo Burkern. editor

Sheila Gaye
Clendenon
Church, Murray.
Miss Clendenon is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Clendenon of
Murray. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hilbert Dowdy
of Murray and of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
Auther Clendenon of
Almo.
The Murray girl will
be a sophomore at Murray High School and is
active in the First Baptist Church youth
events.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Marvin, 312 Irvan, Murray.
are the parents of a daughter, Jessica Renae.
weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, measuring
201,2 inches, born on Friday. July 6, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Their other
children are Jason, 8, and Bradley, 21/2. The
mother is the former Paula Jones. The father is
employed at Fisher-Price Toys,
'Grandparents" ate
and -Mrs. Bill Marvin
and Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell Jones, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Harold Marvin of Murray and Mrs. Otho Bazzell of Hazel.

Joshua Mark Starks born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Starks, Rt. 1, Almo, are the
parents of a son, Joshua Mark, weighing eight
pounds, measuring 211/2 inches, born on Monday,
June 25, at 11:35 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother* is the former
Caroline Steely. The father is self-employed with
Starks Sign Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gene Starks,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Steely, Murray.
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Frazer, Hlxon, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Jennings and Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Steely, Murray,
and Mrs Anna Volpe, Dearborn. Mich.
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Sale Begins Ju1y,12
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*Sports Jackets
•Dress Pants

eStonewash Jeans
'Dresses
*Shorts

eHawaiian Tropic
T Shirts
*Dress Pants
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Famous Name Brands
eDortmoor
'Jack Tar

'English Breakfast 'Earl Grey
•Fruit & Spice
'Block Currant
e•Apricot
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NO CREDITORS
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204 S. 4th - Murray
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- Paducah

Bel Air Center
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HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH
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Men say shop
more for suits
NEW YORK (AP) —
When men shop for
clothing their most frequent purchase is a suit,
according to the head of
the merchandising consulting firm.
Marvin A.
Blumenfeld, president
of April-Marcus Inc.,
says that of every 100
men who shop for
clothes, 32 buy suits, 26
buy Fitiirts, 24 buy
slacks, 11 buy sports
coats, and 7 buy active
wear.

Baggett-Wishau vows solemnized

Wedeeeday. July 11
Wesleyan and Ruth
Wilson Circles of First
United Methodist
Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the church.
— ———
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m
at Sirloin
Stockade.
——— —
Swindon Film Series
will be shown at 7:30
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
—— — —
Activities at First
Presbyterian Church
will be stroll- practice at
630 p.m. and Session
meeting at 7:30 p.m.
————
" in g Out, Kentucky!" will be at 8 p.m.
at Kenlake State Resort
Park Lodge, parlor B.
—— ——
Senior art exhibits by
Glen A. Williams at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery
and by Mark Yarbrough
at Curris Center will
open today at Murray
State University.
— ———

The wedding of Miss
Jan Baggett and Roger
Jay Wishau was
soleminised an Saturday, June 22, at 2 p.m. at
the Church Street
United Methodist
Church, Knoxville,
Tenn.
Dr. Toombs Kay officiated at the double
ring ceremony. Music
was presented by Jim
Rogers, organist and
Cathy Leach,
trumpeter.
Parents of the couple
are Dr. and Mrs.
Wallace Baggett, Murray, and Dr and Mrs.
Jay Wishau of
Longwood, Fla.
Grandparents of the
bride are Mr. and Mrs.
Irby Maddox of Paris,
Tenn., and Mr, and Mrs.
Lyman Baggett of
Paducah.
The groom 18 the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Panic° of
Longwood, Fla., and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
John Wishau.
The bride
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by both her
parents.
She wore a formal
gown of white organza
and chantilly lace
featuring a fitted bodice
accented with seed
pearls, lace yoke and
ruffle, and fitted chantilly sleeves.
The matching veil
was attached to a Juliet
cap with lace appliques
and pearls matching her
gown.
She carried a cascade
of gardenias and baby's
breath on a white Bible
that had been a gift
from her father to her
mother and carried by
her mother at her
wedding.
Attending the bride as
maid of honor was her
sister, Miss Pat Baggett, of Nashville, Tenn.
Bridesmaids were
Ms. Cindy Sentell, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Mrs.
Jan Cellitti, Columbus,
Ohio; Miss Pat
Freeman and Mrs.
Leslie Chapman, both of
Knoxville, Tenn:
The attendants wore
identical gowns of
daphene rose chiffon
over taffeta, highlighted
by a scoop neckline with
a double collar. A satin
ribbon accented a
natural waistline of the
asymetrically draped
skirt.

Mrs. Roger Jay Wishau
The groom
Ben Cellitti, brotherin-law of the groom,
served as best man.
The groomsmen were
Gordon Michaels, Knoxville; Bryan Wanasek,
Burlington, Wis.; Jeff
'Porter, Dallas, Texas;
and Stanley Mitchell of
Rockford, Ill.
The men wore grey
tuxedoes with white carnation boutonnieres.
The bride's mother,
Mrs. Haggett, wore a
sea -foam green
georgette dress. Mrs.
Wishau, mother of the
groom, was attired in a
lavender silk dress.
Both wore corsages of
white orchids.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Sarah
Kay and Mrs. Betty
Sterchl of Knoxville.
Registering the wedding guests was Miss
Kelly Cope, Knoxville.
Buffet reception
Following the
ceremony the bride's
parents were hosts for a
buffet reception held at
the Deane Hill Country
Club, Knoxville.
Music was furnished

by the Charles Rule
band. The reception was
directed by Mrs. Mary
McKenry.
The bride is a 1975
graduate of Murray
High School and a 1979
graduate of Murray
State University. She
received her master of
Science degree from the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville in
1983.
The groom is a 1974
graduate of Lyman
High School, Orlando.
He received his
Bachelor of Science
degree in nuclear
engineering from the
University of Florida in
1979.
After a wedding trip
to Athens and the Greek
Islands, the couple will
reside in Chicago, Ill.
The groom is
employed by
Commonwealth-Edison
of Illinois, and the bride
will be teaching in the
gifted and talented program at Plainview
School.
Rehearsal dinner
A dinner party after
the rehearsal was
hosted by the groom's

parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Jay Wishau, at the
Regas Restaurant,
Knoxville, for members
of the wedding party
and out-of-toWn guests.
Bridal events
Bridal parties included the following:
A luncheon at the
Sweetwater Country
Club, Longwood, Fla.,
with Mrs. James Panico
as hostess;
Miss Pat Freeman
was hostess for a buffet
party at her home in
Knoxville;
A surprise party at
Woodland School, Oak
Ridge, was given by
students of the bride;
A morning coffee was
held at the home of Mrs.
Walter Mischke, Jr., of
Murray with Mrs. Otis
Erwin, Mrs. Max Brandon, Mrs. Gene Bailey
and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn
as assisting hostesses;
The bride and her
mother entertained with
a bridesmaids brunch
the day of the wedding
at the Sheridan West
Hotel, Knoxville. The
bride presented her attendants with gold chain
bracelets.

Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
July 5, was not listed on
the report.
A newborn admission
was Baby Girl Houston,
parents, Jennie and
David, 108 W. Willow
Dr., Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Stacey C. West,
Rt. 7; Miss Michelle
Boone, Barlow; Nelson
Garland, Box 503, Murray; Phillip W.
Forester, Rt. 3,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Janice P. Bruce
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Paris, Tenn.; William
Norton, Box 861, Paris,
Tenn.; Bobby F. Kirks,
Rt. 8; Mrs. Mary Nell
Morris, Rt. 6;
Wanda F.
Mrs
Johnson and baby boy„
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Patsy
Watson and baby girl,
704 Elm St.; Gaery C.
Farris, Rt. 4; Mrs.
Mildred P. Bell, 403
South Ninth St.:
Kenneth Grogan, 1322
Olive Blvd.; Mrs.
Margaret M. Fuqua, 830
South Ninth St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Roxie L.
Morris, Lynnville; Billy
McCuiston, New
Concord;

Coming community events

Arthur Cletus Jones,
Fern Terrace Lodge;
Mrs. Beauton V. Underwood, Westview Nursing Home; Mrs. Ada M.
Roland, Rt. 5; William
T. Dunstan, New
Concord.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, July 6, was not listed on
the report.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Wyatt,
parents, Pamela and
Wesley, 518 Whitnell
Ave., Murray;
Baby Girl Marvin,
parents, Paula and
Scott, 312 Irvan,
Murray;
Baby Boy Garland,
parents, Sherri and
Greg, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Phyllis Freeze,
413 North Cherry St.;
Mrs. Kimberly J.
Rushing, 1011 West
Fifth St., Fulton; Miss
Barbara Leeds, 1307 W.
Poplar St.,
Raymond Chambers,
2133 Southland Dr.,
Bowling Green; William
M. Boyd, 1711 Magnolia
Dr.; Harry Vester, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.;

Have Unwanted
Facial Hair
Removed
)Permanently by

Jeremy Bolls, 1533
London Dr.; Jason L.
Yarbrough, 106 North
16th St., Mayfield; Mrs.
Beulah Lamb, 211 Irvan; Thomas Banks,
Box 386, Murray;
Joe Bruce Wilson, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Opal M.

Ray, 500 Whitnell; Mrs.
Eva Arnett, Rt. 4; Mrs.
Nell E. Howard, Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Billy M. Paschall, Rt.
4; Jim S. Cook (expired)
Rt. 1, Wingo; John
Franklin Wright, Sr.,
(expired) New Concord.

Thursday, July 12
Meeting to discuss the
proposed Extension Tax
will be at 7 p.m. in the
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex.
————
Murray Chapter No
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
50 will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray Masonic
Lodge Hall.
————
Employability Skills
Training Session will be
at 9 a.m. at Douglas
Community Center. For
information call
753-0908.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Murray Country
Club.
————
Swim party and picnic
for Grades 1 to 4 will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.
————
Mixed doubles tennis
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
West Kentucky Impale'
Chapter will meet at 7
p.m. in Classroom
Three, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For
information call
753-8384.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
————
Murray -Calloway
County La Leche
League will meet at 7
p.m. at 7213 Quail Creek
Dr. For information call
753-8771.
— ———
Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Dog Days Fishing
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 8:45 a.m. at
the Bel-Air Shopping
Center parking lot to

SINGER
FACTORY
DISCOUNT

gventa In Land Between- the Lakes will include Leadership and
Water Safety Training
Program at Camp
Energy Group Camp
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be performed at 8 p.m. at Lake
Barkley State Park
Lodge.
————
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
Steve and Serita from 9
p.m. to 1 p m
— — ——
"Finian's Rainbow"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.

Maps require property lines
SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) — One area of
map-making that requires exact informs,
tion is called cadastral
mapping, or the recording of property lines
for tax purposes
Cadastral mapping is
also used by utility companies for plotting property ownership boundaries and rights-of-way
for transmission lines,

according to Utah
Power and Light Co.,
which has turned to a
computerized method of
mapping.
The new method was
developed by an oil cornpany to facilitate the
mapping of oil wells and
reduces the time required by manual
methods of cadastral
mapping

8X10 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS
Birth
Thru
5 Yrs.

84'
50e
HANDLING
CHARGE
"World of Color"
•

• Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
One
Par tam'
Hy 4Add(treasi'hair • •r:••
patent most pickup
In family12.25
,
portraits
• Satisfaction Guar4.. No cosumms or
anteed
uniforms
. all Groups $I 00
per person

13
7:30 p.m.
NI!•1 Limit

Dates: July 13 & 14
Days: Friday & Saturday
Hours: 11 a.m. til 5 p.m.

Tii-krts s5.110
lIr full
irgil fr.thyrtim
733-6612

out s •e

copping Center—Murray

Clean Out Your Closet And Bring Us Your
Repairs — Shoes, Bags, Purses, Ball Gloves,
Golf Bags, Luggage, etc.

We Specialize In
*Orthopedic Work
•Build Ups
• *All Types Shoe Repairs

3

Only
You Save 11450.00

Master Charge Special

Electr011ksis

Murray Sewing Lenfer

Call
Patricia Mullins
753-8856
For Appointment

Bel Air Center-Murray
753-5323

POOUC

Friday,July 13
Centers will be open
from 10,.m. to 2 p.m
for activities by senior
citizens
— —— —
Hazel Lodge No 831
Free and Accepted
Staeorts will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
— — ——
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Make Today Count
V'ill meet at 10 am. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
——— —
Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oak. Country Club.
————
Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.

FREE CLEAN AND SHINE
With 1/2 Soles And Heels
On Dress Shoes

Flip & Sew'
Machine Model 1425N
25 stitches including speed baste
and adjustable maxi-topstitch
• Wind-in-place bobbin • 1-step
buttonholer

SING ER

Thursday,July 12
carpool to Golden Pond
Visitor Center, LBL, for
a day's tour. For information call 436-2213
————
Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For informaUon call Dick at 436-2174
or Jill at 753-1701 or
753-6664.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be at 8 p.m.
at Kenlake State Resort
Park Lodge in parlor B
— ———
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Senior citizens..activlties will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Calloway County
Band Boosters will meet
at 7 p.m. in high school
cafeteria to meet new
band director, Dan
Wright.
————
Coldwater Baptist
Church WMU will meet
at 7 p.m. at church.
————
Helping Hands is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at home of Beverly
DeVries. For information call 436-2663,
436-2363 or 436-2143.
————
"Finian's Rainbow"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
————
Friday, July 13
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
————
Hazel and Douglas

W. Repair All Makes Sowing Machines
Visa-Master Card

Charlie & Dola Gammons
Boot & Shoe Hospital
Located In
Vernon's Frontier Trading Post
Tuesday—Saturday 9-6
Olympic Plaza
Murray-753-7113

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

COKE, SPRITE,
TAB, MELLO-Y

PARAMOUNT

SPAM

HAMBURGER
DILL SLICES

LUNCHEO
MEAT

99c

3202.

32 OZ.

$149

SHOWITOAT'''

‘4C-411C

34 OZ

3 $1
FOR

COCA
COLA

. 6004S

PORK &
BEANS

;_ •

DIET OR REG.
6 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

SNOW Bo AT d
ISIVII`
*Ilia

.0

'4.

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

$200.00

TO
COFFEE-MATE NON-DAIRY

CREAMER

25 OZ. $256

PLANTERS COCKTAIL

FA?

PEANUTS

B.

.16 OZ. 6226

Y ROA

LAST WEEK'S NAME
PAM BANKER
CARD NOT PUNCHED

'2"

IIITS...19 OZ.
CRYSTAL 10 OZ.

STEAK SAUCE.. 796

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC LABEL ITEMS
QUICK OATS

42 OZ. 5129

5 LB. BAG

FLAVORED

896 GELATIN

KIDNEY

186 BEANS IS OZ. 35'
MIXED
CORN FLAKES.is oz. 99' APPLESAUCE .16 OZ. 39'
1E6T0ALBLES376
APPLE JUICEsz oz.696 TRASH CAN
BATHROOM
LINERS . zo CT. $ 1 16
696 TOMATO
73' FLAKE 12 OZ.
COCONUT 996
CORN MEAL

3 OZ.

602. SAG RIM

RADISHE

8 "MCACKEYE

PEAS.. Is oz. 33'
NORTHERNSis oz. 31
'
FLOUR s LS. SAG 794

LA1101 torsi

HONEY

PTI

rv

A

-No COUPONS OR STAMPS- UECESSARY-

BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS
1TH THRU TUES. JULY 17TH
JUMBO ROLL

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

PECIALS

LIMO' ONE PHI FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO A DAIRY PRODUCTS

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. I 1 p.m,
EVERY DAY

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

LOIN

U.S. GOV. INSPECTED

LEG QRTS.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

PECIALS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

LATION FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIALS
tSUP
21Da.

U.S.D.A: CB01
FAMILY PACK
REELFOOT OLD FASHION

CUBE
STEAK

HYDE PARK PORK

BACON
(
$ 1 49

LM ION FIGHTER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

CENTER-CUT

REELFOOT OLD FASHION

ROUND STEAKLa.979
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
TOP OR BOTTOM

REELFOOT SLICED

COUNTRY-STYLE RIBS OR

REELFOOT OLD FASHION

BONELESS HAM
N FAMILY SIZE

BAGS..24 cr. $ 1 7

LOIN END

PORK ROAST

SWIFT PREMIUM BY THE PIECE

ARMOUR BREADED

LB $ "

DELI SPECIALS

PRODUCE

PRODUCE

BAKERY SPECIALS

FRESH BELL

ITALIAN BREAD
CREME HORNS

EA 40

CINNAMON ROLL sA

25

AT&T freezes execs' salaries through 1985
NEW YORK (AP/ American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. says its
decision to freeze
management salaries
through 1985 to save $184
million will allow it to
compete more efficiently in the newly
deregulated communications industry.
The freeze, which applies to 114,000
employees at all levels
of management, comes
at a time of transition
for AT&T, which was
separated from its local
Bell System operating
subsidiaries Jan. 1 and
freed to enter new,
unregulated lines of
business.
As we manage our
way through this
transformation, it is absolutely essential that
we spare no effort to
reduce current costs
and 'minimize future
costs to the fullest practical extent," AT&T
Chairman Charles L.
Brown said Tuesday in a
message to the company's managers
worldwide.
Although there will be
no overall increase for
the salary schedule, the
freeze will not affect
raises for changes
within salary classifications or commission and

special incentive compensation plans. the
company said.
It also does not affect
AT&T's 234,000 nonmanagerial employees,
the company said.
Harry Edelson, a
telecommunications
analyst for the Investment firm of First
Boston Corp , said the
freeze "shows they
mean business. It shows
they're not kidding
around - they want to
be tough in the first year
out."
AT&T has so far
resisted layoffs or dividend reductions to cut
costa. However, last
month, the company
decided to keep its
payout for the second
quarter at 30 cents per
common share.
Details of the salary
freeze were explained to
managers in a series of
meetings, the company
said
Brown said in his letter that the company
"must accelerate the
shaping of the new
AT&T from an enterprise that conducted a
single business telephone service under regulation nationwide, to one that conducts many lines of
business in high

technology products and
services worldwide, in
markets that are fiercely competitive."
Despite the freeze, the
company plans to "continue to pay salaries
which will enable us to
hire and keep high caliber management
people we need to
assure our success now
and in the future,"
Brown said.
The company pays its
management
employees on a scale
ranging from about
$20,000 a year for an
entry-level position to
$768.500 base pay for the
chairman.
Don McLaughlin. a
company spokesman,
said the last general
salary increase for
managers came in
April, when they were
given an average of 3.5
percent, excluding
merit awards.
McLaughlin said the
company would be looking for other ways to cut
costs, although he would
not specify any
possibilities. "There is
going to be no activity
that is exempt from
scrutiny. Every faction
In the company is being
looked at or will be looked at," he said.
He also said the corn-

pany was talking to
representatives of its
230,000 union workers
about wages noting,
"The unions are certain-

Largest Ky. holding company
to purchase Ashland hank
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - In what it
described as a new
"community affiliation
of banks," Kentucky's
largest bank holding
company, First Kentucky National Corp. of
Louisville said it would
acquire Third National
Bank of Ashland.
The deal, announced
Tuesday, would be
worth nearly $18.34
million.
Under a law that
takes effect Friday,
Kentucky banks and
bank holding companies
will be allowed for the
first time to purchase up
to three banks a year
anywhere in the state.
No group may control
more than 15 percent of
the state's total bank
deposits.
The proposed acquisition is the first announced by a Louisville bank
and the second
statewide. The earlier
proposal also involved
an Ashland bank.

, Big Mid-Summer Sale
Through August 4th

"—SMARM Ic, k

Ladies & Mens

20°A

Designer Jeans
1 Rack of Ladies

$395

Blouses
5595

2/$11 „r3/$15
s500

, All Dresses

Off Marked Price

2/$7 or 3/$ 10

.. 1 Rack of Different Style Blouses

Ladies Skirts

$49Ech 2/$9 or 3/$1 2
Ladies Slacks

545toch 2/59 3/$13

1 Table of Swimwear
5395
They

Pony's &
Kangaroos

All Other Joggers and Ladies Shoes

1 Rock of Ladies

While

20%

Last

OH At Register

Jeans

20%

Off

$300

Mons Pullover Shirts

$.59 sch

2/$ 1 1 3/$1 5

All Sales Final No Exchanges
And Many Unadvertised Specials

MURRAY WHOLESALE
OUTLET
753-9044

ly aware of our need to
cut costs." _Union
workers approlled a new
three-year contract if
August 1983

Olympic Plaza

First Kentucky has
said it plans to purchase
three banks this year in
such markets as Lexington, Bowling Green,
Owensboro, Paducah
and northern Kentucky
"We hope that this
bank would typify the
community bank that
we would acquire in the
major communities of
the state," said A
Stevens Mlles, president
of First Kentucky He
said he could not predict
where else First Kentucky might strike this
year.
First Kentucky owns
First National Bank of
Louisville and First
Kentucky Trust Co.
The proposed transaction is subject to the approval of regulatory
agencies, but no problems are expected and
the transaction may be
completed by Dec. 31.
Under the terms of the
acquisition, First Kentucky would pay $83.35 a
share for the 220,000
shares outstanding at
Third National.
As of last Dec. 31,
Third National reported
assets of $153 million
with net earnings of
$1.44 million. Its return
on average assets was 1
percent, said John
Woods III, Third National's president.
First Kentucky's
assets at the end of 1983
were $3.3 billion and its
net income was $29.9
million, up 16.7 percent
over the previous year.
The acquisition of the
Ashland bank, Miles
said, would give First
Kentucky "a very good
penetration in one of our
key markets of the
state. It's in the tri-state
area of Ohio, Kentucky
and West Virginia, and
we think it's possible to
expand banking services into that area."
No changes are planned in management or
the board of directors at
the Ashland bank.
"We like to think
they're an awful lot like
we are in the style of
management and the
way we run a bank,"
Woods said.

HELLO THERE - A large crowd gathers around a lifelike replica of a
Brontosaurus, one of the largest dinosaurs that ever lived, at Science Park
in Boston reeentb. The replica was flown in by helicopter and will be on exhibit at the Museum.
Al'Laserphoto

Iraq claims to have destroyed
large ship near Iranian oil field

During World War II,
Japanese troops began
the siege of Bataan Jan.
3, 1942.

Iraq says its jetfighters and navy ships
destroyed a large ship,
presumably an oil
tanker, near an Iranian
oil field in the northeast
end of the Persian Gulf.
Its claim followed an attack, allegedly by Iran,
on a British tanker in
the gulf.
There was no immediate confirmation of
the Iraqi attack and no
word on the nationality
of the stricken vessel,
which an Iraqi military
communique late Tuesday referred to as a "big
naval target." That
phrase when used by the
Iraqi military usually
refers to an oil tanker.
Neither Iran or Iraq
commented on reports

"It changed my entire outlook on food,"
says woman about weight loss plan that
helped her to lose 102 pounds.
By DON DAVIS. Special
Writer
Diane Wipert says she
tried hard to live a full, active lite, despite her big
weight problem, but it
wasn't easy
"I still put on a bathing
suit and went water skiing.
I may have looked like an
absolute fool, but that's
what I enjoyed doing,"
Diane recalls. "But it got to
the point that I could hardly bend down to put the skits
on "
Diane had always struggled with a weight problem.
but it got out of hand. Eventually, she weighed over 230
pounds, and found even simple chores taxing.
"I tried all the fad diets
that came along," Diane
says "Nothing worked
gained everything I lost
back and even more. This
went on for about eight
years I must have tiled
more than a dawn different
diets and programs."
Finally, Diane turned to
her local Nutri/System
Medical
Weight
Loss
Center It seemed to her to
be the most comprehensive
and convenient program
around
But would it work? Or was
this tO be another in a long
line of frustrating failures!
:-MasUc.•' Diane

ciecies

Valet 102 pound@!

I went down to 132! I haven't
been this thin since I was
111!"
Diane says Nutri/System
was totally different from
any previous ridasiflisi experience "It Just cams off

ing, behavior education
classes to change habits, optional exercise and longterm maintenance.
"The food was very good.
I enjoyed it," Diane says.
"After the first day or two I
had no problem at all with
hunger. And I lost very
quickly-about seven pounds
the first week. After that, it
was three pounds every
week."
Diane says she'll never
again let her weight get out
of control. "No way,- she
vows. "I love being thin I'm
much more active, particularly with my children.
I used to watch them play.
Now I can join them roller
skating or playing ball."
"I definitely recommend
Nutri/System.-.. she says
"If they want to lose weight
this will work. It's the food
and the people that work at
Nutri/System
They're
always encouraging and
It was the Nutri/System program that "finally got my
At 00 pounds, Dhute Wipert was•candidate "for all
supportive. They're always
the tad Meta that came along." But nothing worked, mind off fod. Before. if I went on vacation, the first thing
there if you need a little
I would think about was the restaurants I would go to.
help. You never get a feeling
Nate/System hiss made a total change in my life."
of being put down "
Best of all, Diane h as
easy and steady I lost three And Diane has a wondertui total change in my life
decisions for the client complete confidence in her
pounds every week It was feeling of accomplishment
NUJ-I/System has chang_ Nutri/System supplies all ability to maintain her new
amazing, I never hit a and renewed vigor.
the fod eaten during the weight. "You learn a whole
plateau
I never got
"I've finally got my mind ed thousands of lives Ills reducing phase of the pro- new way of eating at
discouraged'"
off food." she laughs one of the world's largest gram 'The key ingredient is Nutri/System,"
she
Another happy surprise "Before, if we went on vaca• chains of weight law office* the Nu System Culeinetv declares.
Diane says she has learned lion, the first thing I would Its growth and success is the center's own line of
NOTE:'There are over 700
to keep the pounds off per think about was the based cui thousands of nutritionally
balanced NutrI/System Weight less
marienUy Six mon..after rt.....
we would go !a,- asitefted clients like Diane..
Medical Centers to
reach!-; hoe goal. Diane No.;..,,a•reven ;;...... _-_,,,,r--- the. 14 utrliq...tam •n-•-•-oritere ar, ..- -.::-...-189.4*
America. - The mural"haan't regained art ounce "I restaurants. Now it's the proach to weight control is be made There's no shopp- meter Is located in the Dix weigh myself every day. golf, the tennis, the comprehensive, safe, sim- tog, no menu-planning. no Seised Center behind the
ple and quick.
Right now. I'm two pounds swimming
recipes, no Shoe Barn. To arrange a
elaborate
It removes the most calorie-counting,
below my goal
no free no-obligation consultaSince Nutri/System I troublesome stumbling weighing or measuring
tion about your individual
succeessful
entire
block to
weight
have changed my
The food plan Is combined weight problems, phone
outlook on food It's made• loss by removing all food with close personal counsel. 44.I.7Tf3.

earlier Tuesday from
shipping sources in
Kuwait and Bahrain
who destribed an attack
on the British tanker in
international gulf
waters.
• Lboyd's- of London,
the British vessel's insurer, said the identity
of the attackers was still
unknown. But shipping
sources in Bahrain said
the attacking jet was
believed to be Iranian.
British Petroleum,
which owns the tanker,
said none of the crew of
24 Britons and two
Maltese were injured.
One missile reportedly ricocheted off the
deck, and the other was
said to have ignited a
small fire, which the
crew quickly put out.
In reporting Iraq's
claim of destroying a
vessel near Iran's coast,
a military spokesman
said over the state radio
In Baghdad that the Iraqi jetfighters and navy
ships returned to their
bases safely after hitting the target and setting it afire. He did not
say if there were
casualties.
The Iraqi communi-

que said the attack on
the vessel "underlines.
our determination to
maintain and tighten
the sea blockade imposed on Iranian ports."
Iraq in February anhoiniced a blockade to
try to ruin Iran's oil
business, and dozens of
attacks - most claimed
by Iraq and sotne blamedon Iran - have been
reported since then.
Describing the attack
on the British oil tanker,
shipping sources in
Bahrain said the British
Renown was 72 miles
northeast of Bahrain
when an "Iranian
ter
e r plane" flew
overhead. Bahrain is an
island Arab shiekdom in
the gulf.
Moments later, a jet.
fighterswooped over
the 133,000-ton vessel,
firing two missiles. said
the sources, who spoke
only on condition they
not be named.
The Soviet Union said
it had provided more
than $1 billion in
military aid to
underdeveloped nations
in 1971.

Come On By And
See Our New Menu
Featuring
An Ocean
Full Of
New Meals
Like Our
Tender
Polynesian
Chicken Or
Our New
Gourmet
amburgers

—Don't Forget
Friday & Saturday
Seatood Buffet
A Moho1
tokhennq eresht Cl soceeel
selecteet4 fresh rem Ilse Cele MOW.
Wed WM Ord pa *Pa 101 sot beret el

$10.95
.
.

Seven Seas
Restaurant
Highway $41 North
7

141
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sommokuir
46 oz
CAN

PINEAPPLE JUICE
FRUIT VALLEY • PURE

99c
69c

32 ox
BTL.

LEMON JUICE
ORANGE

COSTS LESS!

FRUIT VALLEY • FANCY

1

17 az
CAN

FRUIT COCKTAIL
FRUIT VALLEY FANCY

NATURE'S PICK FANCY

ASPARAGUS

14'
0Z
"2

HARVEST FARE FANCY

16 oz.
CAN

SWEET PEAS

is

HARVEST FARE FANCY

GREEN/WHITE LIMAS

59

55c
59c
89c
31c
33c

16 oz
CAN

GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS

EVERYDAY!
FRESH

GROUND BEEF

BLUE RIDGE

PORK SAUSAGE

99°

Lb

1R6
00
'
1 L99(

SLAB SLICED

27 oz.
JAR

BREAKFAST DRINK

PAGE0-4

WHERE SHOPPING

FOOD STORES

FRUIT VALLEY •PURE

MI:11%Eril).41., J111 LE II. MPH

CIDER

BACON

LI)

ASSORTED
12 ox
PKG

LUNCHEON MEAT

SLICED
BOLOGNA
SEITZ

BUTTER BEANS

• MEAT
• THIN
•

lb
PKG

GARLIC

1

1 49

32 az
JAR

79c

32 oz.
ITL.
32 oz.
JAR

COMPARE AND SAVE
15-1/2
OZ.

PINK SALMON

1113 1
PKG

32 az
BIL

TABLE MATE FANCY

STRAWBERRY JAM

39

SLICED

GEBHAR DT

59

ea.
III..

TACO SAUCE
CHICKEN

1p2K°.G 59

TURKEY FRANKS

411111&

HAMBURGER SLICES.

BAMA PEACH PRESERVES or

JENNIE-0

AERIEt"."

LOIS RAE WHOLE DILLS OR DILL

CATSUP

SET:

PICKLE LOAF

HARVEST FARE FANCY

1 29
1 29

VINEGAR

'Pap,

5 oz
CAN

VIENNA SAUSAGE
COOK N FRY

4$ oz.
Bit

CORN OIL

79c
1 19
179
69c
49c
209

FROZEN FOODS

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI
MT. DEW, ORANGE
CRUSH AND OTHER
PEPSI PRODUCTS

NESTEA

JELLO
12 oz.
BOX

CHOC. PUDDING POPS.

199

INSTANT

JELLO • VARIETY
12 oz.
BOX

GELATIN POPS.

179

HAWAIIAN

PET RITZ CHOCOLATE OR

BANANA CREAM PIES..

.

14 oz.
PKG.

▪

1201
BOX

BANQUET

CHICKEN NUGGETS

TEA

79c
69c
239

12 oz.
CAN

PUNCH RED

6 Pack
12 Oz Cans

AP

DAIRY DEPT.

HOSPITALITY

6 oz.
SOX

STUFFING MIX
PERFECTO ELBO or

16 oz.
BOX

SHELL MAC
PERFECTO MOSTACCIOLI or

16 oz.
BOX

SPAGHETTI
BUITONI MEAT OR MUSHROOM

SPAGHETTI SAUCE..

59c
49c
49c

29 ez
JAR

119

3.25
OZ.

69c

EAGLE BRAND

KROCK SPREAD

•

3 lb
BOWL

BACON CHIPS

12 oz.
PKG.

CHEESE

CHEERIOS
1

CHUNK BRICK

•

TICKET SODA
DRINK MIX

•

12 'tr.
OHL

•

2 qt.
ENV.

A REAL FAVORITE
12 ct.
PKG.

POP ICE
PEANUTS

TOTAL

NATURE'S SCENT

BATH SOAP ...

69

DOVE LIQUID DISH

LIQUID

LIQUID

DRANO

1984 SAVE-A-LOT Ltd.

BAR

DETERGENT ...
BLEACH

Mon.-Mort
1-1
Fri. A.M.•6 P.M.
Set A.M.-7 P.M.
Soo 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

2 lb
BAG

CHOC. OR VANILLA

INSTANT PUDDINGS.

DRY ROASTED

Z
OF

POWDERED OR BROWN

10 oz
SIZE

125
OZ.
2 Ltr.
ITL.

•

35c
109
59c
249

16 oz.
PKG.

25c
9c
59'
149

TALL

KITCHEN BAGS
9 INCH

PAPER PLATES.
GUEST RANCH

PAPER TOWELS

15 d.
BOX
100
CT
JBO
ROLL

40 CT. TODDLER • 36 CT. MED.
• 24 CT. LARGE
DIAPERS
BOX

COMPARE Et SAVE

MEAT TENDERIZER...

69c
89c
55c

14 oz.
CAN
1301.
CAN

SUGAR

SLICED 1/2 MOON OR

ASST. FLAVORS- UNSWEETENED
GENERAL MILLS

COMPARE & SAVE

PAN SPRAY

IMITATION

ASST. FLAVORS

COMPARE & SAVE

CONDENSED MILK...

OLD FASHION

11(*( 10177u,

3 oz
BOX
55
OZ

109
1 19
89c
25c
99c

A

CHOPPED ONIONS 31CAfi
GARLIC SALT 97:acE17
ONION SALT 88571Z( Z-

99c
FiAKE
COCONUT .

99c

469

SAVEIHMI
FOOD STORES

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
.MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
We reserve the
right to limit evereihes

Record strikeouts favor Nationals in All-Star triumph
By RE N % ALKER
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO AP) — In the twilight zone.
the All-Star clock turned back 50 years. Only it
wasn't Hubbell butNalenzuela and Gooden, and
the victims, disappearing quickly into the dusk,
weren't Ruth. Gehrig, Foxx, Simmons and
Cronin. but Winfield, Jackson. Brett, Parrish.
Lemon and Davis.
'I heard over a loudspeaker what was going
on.' said Dave Winfield, the top hitter in the major leagues_ "What could we do?"
Not much, as the National League took advan.
tage of power pitching, power hitting in the form
of home runs by Most Valuable Player Gary
Carter of Montreal and Dale Murphy of Atlanta
and the lengthening shadows Tuesday to record
a 3-1 triumph over the American League in tee
1984 All-Star Game_
It was the 12th victory in 13 games for the NL
and its 20th in the last 22 — a dominance symbolized by the pitchers Tuesday night.
All-Star Record
Five NL hurlers struck out 11 batters, five AL
pitchers fanned 10, and the combined 21
strikeouts eclipsed by one the record for a nine
inning All-Star Game set in 1968.
But what had both teams and a crowd of 57,756
at Candlestick Park buzzing started in the top of
the fourth inning.
With Los Angeles' Fernando Valenzuela pitching. New York's Winfield, hitting .370, stepped
up to lead off the inning.
Winfield went down swinging at a fastball.
'I was the one who started it," Winfield said
Next up was Reggie Jackson, the slugger for
the California Angels. He fanned on a half-swing.
"Right now it is real difficult to see," Jackson
said after leaving the game. "I know Dave Winfield said the same thing."
Up stepped Kansas City's George Brett, whose
home run in the second inning accounted for the
AL's only run. Brett was called out on strikes.
looking at a Valenzuela -screwball.
"When you are facing the best pitchers in the
world, a lot of guys are going to strike out," Brett
said.
Valenzuela, second in the majors in strikeouts
but a late replacement for injured Joaquin Andu-

jar on the NI. roster, gave way to 19-year-old
rookie Dwight Gooden, the strikeout leader. lb
start the fifth Different pitchers, different batters, but same results.
Lance Parrish of Detroit struck out swinging.
"It was not my best day." said Parrish, who
had fanned against starter Charlie Lea of Montreal in the second.
Detroit's Chet Lemon struck out swinging.
"It was hard to pick up the rotation of the
ball," Lemon said. "But you had the best there,,,
are out there, and they were pitching like that."
Next was Alvin Davis and history The Seattle
Mariners' rookie, pinch-hitting for AL pitcher

KROGER
SIDEWALK SALE
Fresh B.B.Q. Ribs
& Chicken
Cooked Outside On
Parking Lot
Fri. & Sat.
Hot Dogs & Cold Drinks
Ice Cold Watermelon
Special Prices On Case Mdse.
All Summer Items Reduced

Weld Aluminum As
Thin As Pop Cans!
With Dillon MK Ill
From Switzerland the revolutionary,
economical way to weld aluminum,
stainless steel, cast iron, copper, lead,
etc.
The Dillon MK Ill eliminates oxidation and lets you weld most all metals
like a pro.
This unit attaches to your oxacetylene line; replaces conventional
method.

$32900
Order Now—Before Price
Increase Aug. 1
"See Your Dillon Dealer"

HARRELLS
SYCAMORE
BODY SHOP
403 Sycamore

739-1222

Jack Morris, went down swinging on a 2-2 count
50.Year-Old Record
The six consecutive strikeouts by Valenzuela
and Gooden brought the record set singlehandedly 50 years ago to the day by Carl Hubbell against
future Hall of Famers Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig,
Jimmie Foxx. Af Simmons and Joe Cronin in the
1934 Game
Hubbell. now 81 years old, threw out the first
ball before Tuesday's game. The pitch bounced
before reaching the plate. It only got better for
the NL after that.
"All we were thinking about was Hubbell's
record,- said NL Manager Paul Owens of.

\
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Heart lesions suspected
in death of Derby winner
ICENNETT SQUARE,
Pa. (AP) — Minor
tissue damage could
have led to an irregular
heartbeat and the death
of the Kentucky Derby
winner Swale only eight
days after he also had
won the Belmont
Stakes, according to
veterinary pathologists.
The damaged areas,
or lesions, were
discovered In the last
week as pathologists
sought to unravel the
mystery of Swale's
death on June 17,
veterinarians at the
University of Pennsylvania's New Bolton
Center said Tuesday.
Tissue damage was
found in Swale's left
ventricle, one of the
heart's two lower
chambers, and in the
wall separating the ven-

tricles, according to the
pathologists.
Either area of
damage could have produced an erratic heartbeat — an arrhythmia
— that could have caused Swale's heart to stop
pumping normally and
resulted in his sudden
death, said veterinarian
Carol Lichtenstelger.
"It's true, we can't
say this is the cause of
death. But it's quite conceivable. It would fit the
way he collapsed," she
said. "We can say that
this was in the heart and
it could have caused an
arrhythmia."
Lichtensteiger
assisted Dr. Helen
Acland, head of New
Bolton's Laboratory for
Large Animal
Pathology, in the autopsy, which was con-

ducted at Belmont Park
the day Swale died.
A New Bolton
spokeswoman said
Tuesday that no damaged tissue had been found
in the colt's brain. In addition, toxicology
studies were nearly
complete and had found
no poison in the 3-yearold colt's body, the
spokeswoman said.
Swale, a tall, thin son
of Triple Crown winner
Seattle Slew, won the
Belmont easily on June
9 and was being let down
gradually from his peak
fitness for a summerlong rest.
He collapsed at 6:45
a.m. on June 17, only
minutes after completing an untaxing,
1%-mile gallop around
Belmont's main track.

Philadelphia.
With the NL dugout shouting to Gooden to "get
another," Detroit's Lou Whitaker ended the
strikeout string by grounding out to start the
sixth.
"I wasn't trying to strike out anyone.'' Gooden
said. "I just wanted to throw strikes and not walk
anyone
Cincinnati's Mario Soto pitched a hitless
seventh and eighth innings, striking out one. and
Rich Gossage of San Diego fanned two in the
ninth for a save as the NL finished up with three
fastballers against a league where breaking-ball
pitchers dominate.
The AL pitchers also did well, especially
Oakland reliever Bill Caudill, who pitched the
seventh inning and struck out the side.
Trio of K's
Valenzuela Gooden and Caudill became just
the fifth, sixth and seventh pitchers in Ail-Star
history to strike out each of the three hitters they
faced in an inning.
There were only two errors this time and both
were committed by the AL in the first inning,
which led to an unearned run off Toronto's Dave
Stieb, the starter and winner in last year's 13-3
victory by the AL, which snapped an 11-game
losing streak.
With two out, San Diego's Steve Garvey singled to right and continued to second when
Jackson, who has been a designated hitter all
season and had not played the field, lost the ball
in the NL insignia painted on the grass and let it
skip between his legs for an error. Murphy
followed' with a single through the hole to left,
and Garvey scored when catcher Parrish dropped Winfleld's strong one-hop'throw for an error.
Brett's one-out homer tied it the second before
Carter drilled a Stieb pitch over the left-field
fence in the bottom of the second
Two-time MVP
Carter's home run Earned him MVP honors.
only the second player, along with Garvey, to
win the award twice, as the NL, stealing a record
four bases, stretched its overall lead in the series
to 35-19-1.
The AL mounted a threat against Valenzuela
in the third when pinch hitter Andre Thornton of
Cleveland led off with a single and went to third
on Whitaker's single. California's Rod Carew
then hit a chopper that first baseman Garvey
gloved, tagged first for one out and threw home
to Carter to nip Thornton at the plate for a double
play.
Murphy homered off Detroit reliever Willie
Hernandez in the eighth for an insurance run.
Gossage, who allowed a two-out double to Winfield in the ninth when left fielder Tim Raines
just missed a diving catch, wrapped up the victory by striking out Oakland's Rickey
Henderson,

TOURNAMENTS
Murray Senior Babe Ruth and Junior Babe
Ruth All-Stars will begin district tournament
play Thursday while the Murray Little League
All-Stars will begin district playoffs on Friday.
The Senior Babe Ruth team will play Marshall
County at 6 p.m. Thursday at the old city park
field. The second game of the district
doubleheader will feature Ballard and Livingston beginning about 8 p.m.
The Junior Babe Ruth All-Stars, 14-15 yearoldS, will travel to Cadiz, Ky., for Thursday
night's 6 p.m. opener against Livingston County
The other teams in the tourney include host
Trigg County, Mayfield and Caldwell County.
Murray will host the Little League district
tournament at the new city-county park complex
and will play Marshall County in Friday's 7:30
p.m. game. Thursday's opening game will
feature Paducah against Marshall County, also
at 7:30 p.m. The tournament is a round-robin,
double elimination affair.
The Little League regional tournament will
also be hosted by Murray, beginning on Monday
GIRLS SOFTBALL
Three lower division softball games were
reported from Tuesday night with Aztecs, Pros
and PYT's recording victories.
Aztecs crushed Sluggers, 31-9, in the first game
as Vanessa Sammons hit for the circuit with a
homer, a triple, two doubles and a single.
Catherine Hurt added a homer, a double and
three singles and Dana Hohman also homered
for the victors. Jill Miller, Tammy Chester and
Maurice Thomas all had three or more hits in the
win.
Kettle Burkeen's two triples and a pair of
doubles by Melissa Vance paced the Sluggers
attack.
Pros topped Go-Getters in a high-scoring,
21-18, affair as Heather Grogan, Cathy Rains and
Mary Catherine Woolridge each accounted for
round-trip hits. Rains had two homers to her
credit and Stephanie Fletcher added a triple.
'Kim Shelton homered and tripled,. Kristi
Graham homered, and Jenni Turner and Misty
Darnell both added doubles in the losing effort.
PYT's flew past Sluggers. 13-6, behind the
home run hitting of Melanie Julian and Luciana
Ray. Allison Pritchett doubled once ampng her
three hits. For Sluggers. Lulu Banks ea. Dania
Sykes each had a pair of hits.
In upper division play' on Monday, Allison
Photography-seored 11 runs in the last inning to
overtake Preps and win, 13-12. Jennifer
Hamilton and Alesia Covey both homered for the
winners. For Preps. Cindy Spann hit a homer
and Mandee McCarty singled twice.
Breakers had an easy time with Thrillers as
Tracey Banks pitched a four-hitter and allowed
only one run in Breakers' 20-1 victory. Valerie
Gilbert, Amy Wallis and Banks each had a double for Breakers For Thrillers, fluffy Blantonhad two of her team's four hits.
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Grab bag column: CCHS installs_practice lights

SCOREBOARD

Racers accept Far West Classic offer
Murray State basket.
ball officials have accepted an invitation to
play in the Far West
Classic, the prestigious
tournament hosted by
the University of
Portland at Portland,
Oregon.
The tournament dates
will be Dec. 27-30 and
eight teams will be in
in the
competition.
Along with Murray
State and host Portland,
other teams invited include California.
Berkeley, Davidson,
Fresno State, Oregon,
Oregon State, and the
University of
Pennsylvania.
Tournament pairings
and playing times have
not been announced.
Murray State's of.
f cial basketball
schedule is expected to
be released later this
week.
• • •
Calloway County
High's football practice
sessions will be a little
brighter this year as the
school is installing
lights for the practice
fields between the tennis courts and Ky. 121.
Six poles with six 1,500
watt lights on each pole
have been installed and
Murray Electric Service workers were busy
replacing bulbs and
aligning the lights
today.
Four poles have been
installed arounl the
main practice field and
two other poles are on

one side of the practice
field closest to the
highway.
Calloway football
practice will begin Monday, July 23rd, which is
the official date
established by the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association
Physicals are set for
Monday, July 16 at the
CCHS cafeteria. A tentative kickoff picnic has
been set for Friday, July 20
• • •
Murray High School,
the first opponent for
Calloway County at
Laker Stadium this
season (Aug. 24,8 p.m.).
will be conducting football physicals Wednesday, July 18 at 6 p.m. at
the Murray High
fieldhouse for all varsity
and freshman football
players.
All players must obtain necessary lab work
from the Murray.
Calloway County Health
Department prior to
that date.
• • •
Both Murray High
and Calloway County
will play 10 games

apiece this fall with the
opening contest for both
schools being against
each other.
The MHS schedule
has one new opponent
from last year's
schedule as the Tigers
dropped Camden.
Tenn., and added Allen
County (Scottsville) in
its place. Allen County
will visit Ty Holland
Stadium, Aug. 31.
The other DAHS games
include Mayfield, Sept.
7; at Crittenden County,
Sept. 14; Fulton County,
Sept. 21; Ballard County, Sept. 28; at Trigg
County, Oct. 5; at Lone
Oak, Oct. 12; Caldwell
County, Oct. 19; and at
Heath, Oct. 26.
After opening at home
against the MI-IS Tigers,
Calloway hosts Todd
County, Aug. 31; travels
to Ballard, Sept. 7;
visits Lone Oak, Sept.
14; hosts Union County,
Sept. 21; hosts Caldwell
County, Sept. 28; visits
Hopkinsville, Oct. 5; has
an open date, Oct. 12;
hosts Tilghman. Oct 19;

hosts ReicUand. Oct. 26,
and concludes the
regular season at Marshall County, Nov 2.
• • •
According to CCHS
tennis coach Danny
Claiborne, positions are
still available for youth
and adults in the summer tennis camps at the
CCHS courts.
The youth camps will
be July 23-27 for 1st-6th
graders; July 30-Aug. 3
for 7th-8th graders; and
Aug. 6-10 for 9th-12th
graders. All youth
camps will run from 9
a.m. until noon each day
and the cost is $40 per
player.
The adult camps will
run July 23, 24, 26 and
July 30, 31, and Aug 2
from 5:30 until 8:30 p.m.
each day. The cost per
player for adults is $25.
Registration for any

of the camps may be obtained by calling
Claiborne, 759-1484, Sue
Outland, 753-8683, or the
Calloway County Board
of Education office,
753-3033.
• • •
Thursday's program
for the Bonne Bell Running Clinic For Women
will Include a discussion
of running gear The
meeting, open to the
public, will center
around proper shorts,
singlets and the beat
garments for both hot
and cold weather
running.
The meeting will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at 813
Broad Street Extension.
Beginning July 19, the
clinic will move its
headquarters to the lobby of Ordway Hall on
the Murray State
campus.
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SMU, U of L, Oklahoma
fill Chaminade tourney
HONOLULU (AP) Southern Methodist
University will join
Chaminade University,
Louisville and
Oklahoma in the second
annual Western
Airlines-Chaminade
basketball classic, officials said.
In the nationally
televised game
Christmas Day,
Oklahoma will meet
Louisville, Chaminade

Now York
Cleveland

Athletic Director Mike
Vasconcellos said
Tuesday.
The tournament is
scheduled to begin Dec.
22, with Oklahoma
playing SMU and
Chaminade playing
Louisville,
Vasconcellos said.
Following the SoonersCardinals game Dec.
25, host Chaminade will
take on SMU, he said.
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Sports Transactions
Leaders Snorts Transactions
BASEBALL
Nabusal League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES Signed Kevin Andern, Weiler, and
aasigned hirn to Watertown of the
New York•Penn League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS Pi/Tensed Boa Lacey. Maser.
Iron, Phoenix of the Pacific Coast
League Placed Fran Mann.. t,.
fielder on the 71-4ay rambled list
FOOTBALL
National Panes Lamm
BUFFALO BILLS - Signed Stan
David, defensive hack -linebacker.
Stacy Rayfleld_ defensive back.
Leroy Howell. defensive end. J.
Ankh,. linebacker. Craig White.
wide receiver. Ruaaell Dan, tight
end, and Jim Gallery kicker. to •
eerie. of one.rear contract.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES &indict'',Thomas, mtrong anety•
kick return,
- Tr,rn SIPCO,

GB
7
1!i*
16
19

rairghey wide receiver. aod Sam
Slater tackle. to • series of one.
year.nracter
United States Fatima League
NEW ORLEANS BREAKERS 51•med Jiro Fassel offensive
coordinator
PITTSBURGH MAULERS Rehired Joe Hearing, ilriebeckers
coach. and Dick Moseley cielensive
backfield coach. to 1905 coaching
Maff
BASKETBALL
BOSTON CELTICS - Announced
that Red Auerbach will relinquish
Ma duties as general manager but
WI!] tomato club president Named
Jan yolk general manager
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS FteleandSeott Sleep/luso,forward.
Billy Allen. guard. Tlm Bell. for
ward. TOrn Heywood, center, CUP
Higgins, forward, 011ie Johnson,
forward, and Robert Miller. center

753-8971
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Division 1-A members
reject NCAA tv plan
with three abstentions
CHICAGO (AP)
After 32 years of deter- to commit to either the
mining which teams CFA or the coalition
played college football plan.
on TV on which Satur"If we're not part of
days, the NCAA has the coalition, we'll be
been banished from the part of the CFA," said
television business - at Gene Corrigan, athletic
least for the time being director at Notre Dame,
- by members who considered the one
voted to take matters school that could write
and revenue into their its own ticket because of
consistently high TV
own hands.
By a 66-44 vote Tues- ratings.' I think what
day, the football-playing ended the NCAA plan's
institutions of Division chances were the worI-A voted down a hastily ries that it would be
arranged, one-year everybody against
NCAA plan that would everybody else. There
have replaced one killed wasn't enough to keep
recently by the U.S. people in line."
Supreme Court.
Corrigan, who chairs
"My own gut feeling is the coalition's television
that it came down to committee, said its plan
there being too much mirrors many of the
uncertainty and too lit- CFA proposals, but addtle time," said NCAA ed, "There's a lot still to
President John Toner. be worked out."
The CFA plan would
"The vote also tells me
that there was no way to not guarantee any nakeep everyone - and I tional appearances and
mean everyone - would limit any school
together in one group." to no more than four in
But waiting to pick up the upcoming season. It
the pieces, as well as also would grant some
most of the revenue, "exclusivity" to nawere the College Foot- tional networks on
ball Association, which Saturdays - similar in
claims 83 members, in- many ways to the NCAA
cluding most of the plan which the courts
traditional found to be in violation
powerhouses, or the of federal antitrust
Football Television laws.
The CFA also plans to
Planning Committee, a
coalition that enfolds turn over about 4 perthe CFA as well as the cent of its revenues to
Big Ten and Pacific-10 the NCAA to continue
administering footballConferences.
The consensus among related programs,
athletic directors atten- Singletary said.
ding the special meeting
was that the coalition
would likely emerge as
the pivotal bargaining
agent in the fall television picture
The CFA already
counts most of the traditional conference
powers such as
Alabama, Georgia.
Nebraska, Oklahoma
and Texas, as well as inInsure both your car and
home through us with
dependent powers such
a'
the State Auto Insurance
as Notre Dame and
You can gosi
Compare's.
Penn State among its
a substantial reduction in
number, and the incluyour premiums with our
sion of the Big Ten and
Autoaiorne Discount
Pac-1 0 would add
pivagiv
enough key television
Call us lora moneymarkets to make the
saving duois.
grbup algtost as strong •
- as the N AA had been
The CFA and coalition
Purdom,
groups set 'Thursday as
the deadllne' for formal
commitments from in& McNutt
' sUtullons that elect to
participate in their
respective plane for
1984. Before Tuesday's
the vote on the NCAA
proposal, CFA
members voted 60-0
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Personalities
The Dedication
Soon Sonny Parkhill of Hazel will be going to
Nigeria for the fourth time to serve as the "ideal
missioniery.' In 1981 and again with his wife
Hilda, a nurse, in 1982, they went at their own expense to serve the Nigerian Christian Hospital, a
facility built by the Churches of Christ In 1983
Sonny was sponsored by Churches of Christ and
he stayed six months. When his 3 month Visa expired. it WRS extended for another 3 months, but
after that no more extensions. That rule has been
changed to permit unlimited extensions every
. three months.
Sonny Parkhill is an unusual man. His dedication to help the less fortunate is so firm one never
doubts his purpose. By trade, he is a-stone andor
brick mason and the beautiful fireplace in their
family room and the walls around their patio attest to his ability. At age 72 he seems in the best
of health although he is diabetic, has some lung
impairment and had a heart attack about 20
years ago.
You may be thinking "What is the purpose of
this trip to Nigeria?" It also happens that Sonny
Parkhill is a very talented man and knows HOW
to do things. He speat the first 6 months of his
Nigerian stay building the cement block plant, a
wash house and steps for the new duplex, a small
house to serve as sleeping quarters and office
right next to the plant and in training Nigeria
men to run the plant. Next projects will be the
building of underground cisterns for the hospital
in order to alleviate the usual water shortage
when the "dry" season comes,( but there is
never a month without rain ) building additional
housing for long and short term workers and a
chapel. Now water is caught in holding tanks and
boiled for human consumption.
The crux of Mr. Parkhill's efforts remains the
making of cement building blocks. He is grateful
to Mr. H.L. Dunn of Paris, TN for providing the
equipment to make the blocks even though it
took 3 months to get the equipment off the docks
in Nigeria. When he first began Making these
.blocks- with native help,.he only n-..4e 9,a
Why so few? Well, the Nigerian men were
careless and didn't make the blocks even and
firm. To teach them, he discarded the defective
ones and thus a lesson was taught. Soon the quantity. made each day increased and now 256 GOOD
blocks can be made at once.
The Country
Nigeria is a Republic of over 356,000 square
miles and it has a population of over 62 million
people. This country is Africa's largest producer
of palm products and peanuts and it also has
coal, oil, tin and 90 percent of the world's supply
of columbite used in steel-making. Its capital
and largest city is Lagos which has nearly a
million people while lbadan is its commercial
center. Its flag is green and white: its weather is
hot and humid. Nigeria was once a funnel
through which as many as 100,000 slaves a year
were shipped to the New World. In Nigeria there
is no cattle, no horses, no beast of burden but
they do have small goats. Hunger, starvation,
suffering and death is prevalent in all the
villages.
On Mr. Parkhill's,last trip he lost 33 pounds in
spite of spending $500 per month for food. There
is plenty of fresh fruit but not enough protein in
their diets. Dysentery is prevalent and he had
malaria 3 times even though malaria medicine is
available and given out weekly at the hospital.
The Nigerians catch the "sausage bird" with
bare hands and gobble it down for the protein
they need.
The official language is English but there are
also 250 native dialects. Once at the Lagos airport Sonny was trying to get some information
from an official but communication was poor.
Sonny finally understood the man to be saying,
"Do you speak English?"
The Hospital
The slogan of the Nigerian Christian Hospital
is, "This hospital is a work of mercy for Christians who care." Now 22 years old, the hospital
was established in 1965 by Dr. and Mrs. Henry
Farrar with a couple of nurses, a few American
missionaries and their supporting congregations. The NCH buildings include an out-patient
clinic, male and female wards, a pediatric ward,
a
maternity unit, a surgery X-ray unit, a
kitchen-laundry unit and a mortuary. This facility serves 100,000 people who have access to no
other medical facility. People usually die bet.
ween 40 and 50 years of age. Living in Nigeria
means living a hard life!
In July 1964 Dr. and Mrs. Henry Farrar, supported by the West End Church of Christ in
Nashville, came to.Nigeria. In the United States
there is one doctor for 600 people but at NCH
there is one doctor for 50,000 people. The diseases
most commonly treated are malaria, anemia.

Jh Majorie Major
Last February there was a coupd'etat which
overthrew the government. Then the president
and his cabinet made off with millions of naria
and kobos - the currency and the silver - but
soon they were declared to be worthless. Now
another form of money is being developed.
Nigeria needs strong leadership among its own
people something it has not had.
The hope of the future depends on the continued help from educated nations and from

„eras,'

DR.LAMB
Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.
In the home, many of the people sleep on the
branches to keep away from the poison snakes.
They have no real defenses from mosquito and
insects and are often sick.

Can new medicine
grow more hair?
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a 36year-old man and I am going bald. I
have beard of a blood-pressure medicine that helps promote hair growth
when applied to the balding areas
Could you give me the name of the
drug and more information about it?
DEAR READER - I hesitate to
mention it because the rush that a
few doctors have experienced when
identified with the procedure has
been too much for them to handle.
One doctor got more than 1,500 phone
calls when he tried to get volunteers
for his study. The rush for treatment
for hair loss, compared with people's
willingness to change their lifestyle to
avoid illnesses, teas you that people
are more interested in their appearance than they are in their health, at
least in many instances.
The medicine you refer to is minozidil (Loniten tablets). It was developed by Upjohn to treat high blood

dedicated people. One such person of the future
may be Tessa Ann Tritt. daughter of Marsha and
Harry Trip, who was born by candlelight in
Africa on February '26 1984 Her cultural experience, for one so young, is remarkable as she
has had nurses and doctors from the USA.
Ireland, England. Jamaica and Nigeria. This
weekend she and her parents are visiting the
Parkhills in Hazel before returning to their home
in Carlisle. PA God bless them all!

pressure and is very effective for that
purpose. Doctors noticed that about
80 percent of their patients taking the
medicine for two months or more had
an increase In hair growth, called
hypertrichosis.
Women were not too pleased with
this side effect because it usually
appeared first on the face. It is one
thing to lose a little hair but quite
another for a woman to have too
much facial hair The increased hair
growth was also accompanied by
increased skin pigmentation and
coarsening of facial features.
Fortunately, the changes were not
permanent and disappeared after the
medicine was discontinued. But bear
in mind that these same undesirable
features may occur if you use the
medicine to try to grow or increase
growth of hair on the scalp_
The next step was to develop a
lotion that could be applied to the
scalp directly. Those studies are still
in progress, but some early reports
show favorable results, although the
question of side effects, such as what
happens to the face, are not available
yet. So it is a promising area of
research and at least suggests that
something may be done to help control some forms of baldness at some
point in the not-too-distant future.
Meanwhile, there are things you
can do to minimize hair loss, particularly by hair care. I have discussed
the various aspects of baldness or
hair loss in The Health Letter 12-6,
Hair Care, which lam sending to you.
Others who want this issue can send

75 cents with a liin& stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019,
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have a problem that I am very self-conocious
about. I am a 21-year-old male who
leads a very normal and active sex
life. But when I was 8 years old I lost
my right testicle to cancer.
This problem causes more
em harassment than anything else. I
was wondering if some type of
prosthetic device or surgical technique could correct the abnormal
appearance.
DEAR READER - From your
description, your sex life seems unhandicapped. One testicle is really
quite enough to provide for normal
sexual development and normal
fertility. When you lose one at an early age, and often even later, the other
testicle tends to enlarge to compensate for this. And congratulations on
being cured of your cancer. You are
very fortunate.
Yes. You could have a plastic
replacement inserted into your scrotum. One of the astronaut candidates
I examined at the beginning of the
space program had one. See a urologist and ask him about it.. Although
someone might tell you to live with it,
such minor surgery is "instant
psychotherapy" and may well
improve your self-image.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ANN 1

tonstruco'
tin underway near the village.
hernia, hookworm, gastroenteritis. filariasis,
skin infections, tuberculosis and complications
of childbirth.'
One day a 9 year old girl came to the hospital
looking as if she was pregnant. Instead, she was
bloated as she had not had a bowel movement all
her life due to a malfunction of her colon
iCongenital Magacolon.1 Other patients have
grapefruit - sized thyroid glands and one had,a
spleen which weighed over 20 pounds and a child
had cerebral malaria - and malnutrition is ever
present. The hospital has emergency generators
but they seldom have electricity more than 2
hours a day.
The Superstitions
Nigeria is laden with superstitions. Until about
5 years ago, when twins were born they were
thrown in the bush to die as they were considered
to have the "evil spirits." The people are charmed by the rope tricks Sonny can do.
A death on the street can't be reported - else
you would be accused of causing it. Unfortunately, many patients do not reach the hospital soon
enough to be saved as the witch dd&ors do not let
their patients go until they are near death.
Hence, the problem at the hospital is often caring
for the dead rather than the living. A sign reads:
"Any dying patient should go to the ward and
have bed for management."
The Future
What does the future hold for Nigeria?
Formerly a rainforest but now the bush, Nigeria
is by far the most populous nation in Black
Africa and, thanks to oil revenues of $9 billion a
year, it is the richest. Why then, are the
Nigerians so poor and uneducated? The
topography and weather are partly to blame but
the problem is linked to the government officials.
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Steven Spielberg presents Gremlins! And the story is all here in
these beautifully illustrated storybooks, each with its own authentic
Gremlins record right inside! All five storybooks let you see, hear, and
read about the antics of these cute, clever, and mischievous creatures.
You can't beat the value or the food...So come to Hardee's and
collect all five!**
“Asecich new set becomes available Whie supplies last At participating Hardee's restaurants Prices may vory.
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Inmate wants to keep baby in prison
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She was transferred
to Lexington April 15,
1983. and is scheduled
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Africa, said if the bank's
projections are correct,
the world population
would rise from almost
4.8 billion today to nearly 10 billion by the middle of the next century.
"For the poorest
countries, development
may not be possible at
all unless slower population growth can be
achieved soon," he said.
In the better-off

developing countries, he
added, a continued high
growth rate "could prolong indefinitely the
long wait for development to improve
measurably the quality
of their lives."
Clausen pointed out
that a 3 percent annual
growth rate means the
population grows eightfold in 70 years, and at
only 1 percent, the
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Ms. Kegler, a Chicago
resident, was sentenced
in Washington last year
to six years in prison for
larceny, theft and interstate transportation of
stolen goods. Elsea said
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WASHINGTON (AP)
- The world population
explosion Is threatening
to "plunge countries into chaos" by halting
developmeht in the
poorest, developing nations and threatening
the quality of life in
others, World Bank
President A. W. Clausen
said today.
Clausen, attending a
population seminar in
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mother and child would
be housed in the Lexington prison's hospital
until Ms. Kegler paroled in October. "We don't know what
we're going to do." Eisea
said.
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for parole Oct. 27.
Elsea said the woman
was granted a five-day
furlough in Chicago
from Sept 29 to Oct. 3
Prison officials have
looked for a halfway
house in Chicago for Ms
Kegler and her child
"but there are no community treatment
centers there that will
take both," Elsea said.
An early release
might be possible, he
said, adding that the
decision is not his to
make

COLGATE Population boom coul bring `chaos'
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babies for one year
LEXINGTON, Ky
Angela Kegler, 24 and
(AP) - A pregnant inmate at the federal nearly nine months
prison here has asked a pregnant, asked for a
federal judge to let her preliminary injunction
keep her baby at the transferring her to the
minimum security Volunteers of America
penitentary or move her Pregnant Program in
to a maternity unit in Fort Worth. Texas, if
she can't keep the infant
Texas
Federal prison here until she is paroled.
But doctors at the
policies don't allow
children to be reared prison say Ms Keglers
behind bars, but the pregnancy is too adregulations have been vanced for the move, acsuccessfully challenged cording to warden
in other places, with in- Robert Elsea.
If the restraining
mate mothers being
allowed to keep their order is granted,
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population doubles in
that time.
"One might well ask
whether population increases of this order
would not put
unbearable strain on existing social fabric and
plunge countries into
chaos," he said.
His speech was
prepared for delivery in
Nairobi, Kenya - the
country where the
number of people is probably growing faster
than anywhere else.
Kenya has a population
of 19,700,000 and it will
grow by some 750,000, or
3.8 percent, this year.
Copies of the remarks
were distributed in advance to reporters in
Washington.
"By the time the
world's population
stabilized at over 11
billion in about the year
2150, the population of
India would be 1.8
billion, making it the
most populous nation on
earth. And Kenya's
population would have
risen., to a staggering
180 million, a situation
surely as impermissible
as it is unimaginable,"
he declared.
In the United States
and other more prosp e rous countries,
population now grows at
less than 1 percent a
year. Of the 80 million
by which the world's
population is increasing
annually, more than 70
million live in poor
countries, Clausen said.
'Until the 20th century, prosperity and
population increase
went hand in hand," he
told the National
Leaders Seminar on
Population and
Development. "But in
this century, and particularly since 1950,
population growth has
been faster where income is low. ...
"No one would argue
that slow population
growth alone will assure
progress. But the
evidence ... seems conclusive. Poverty and
rapid population growth
encourage each other."
Studies by the World
Bank show that people
in poor countries want
large numbers of
children:
- Because traditionally so many babies
die.
- To support them in
old age.
- To help in farm
work.
To counter that,
Clausen called for better health service to
reduce infant mortality;
better education; old
age insurance and family planning services.

Michigan
opens arms
to Jacksons

SAFE
No Diet Pills.
LANSING, Mich.
Or Injections.
Satisfying - (AP)- Lawmakers say
Nuriger free. -Michigan is "blessed"
by the upcoming visit of
Simple No
superstar Michael
Calorie
Jackson and his
Counting
brothers, and at least
Supervising
one state senator won't
Physicans a.
be waiting in line for a
Registered
ticket to their concert.
Nurses On
Sen. Jackie Vaughn
Staff.
will present the
Lifetime
Jacksons
with a resoluMaintenance
tion proclaiming "a
Program.
unanimous ,accolade of
praise and tribute" dur-•••44og a concert at the Pon
tiac SlIverclome.
Om Tuesday, the
Senate unanithously approved the resolution
celebrating the
Jackson'. "historical
week in Michigan Aug.
20-26, 1984."
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Southern governors to discuss civil rights
WILLIAMSBURG,
Va. (AP) — Virginia
Gov Charles S. Robb
prepared a resolution
reaffirming Southern
governors commitment
to civil rights for discussion today only because
he didn't want anyone to
say he didn't.
"I didn't want not doing it to be interpreted
as a lack of commitment,'' said Robb,
outgoing chairman of
the Southern Governors'
Association, which ends
its 50th anniversary conference here today with
debate on the
resolutions.
The conference opened Sunday with a special
session -on civil rights
that included Atlanta
Mayor Andrew Young,
former Urban League
President Vernon Jordan and Wiley Branton,
who was chief counsel in
the Little Rock
desegregation case —
three veteran black
leaders.
When Robb and
Florida Gov. Bob
Graham, the incoming
association chairman,
were asked Tuesday
morning if that session
would lead to a resolution on civil rights, both
said they had none
planned.
But by Tuesday afternoon, a resolution was
printed and distributed.

" the governors of
these Southern states
recognize there is additional work to be done.
We must work to ensure
individually and collectively that the citizens of
the region and the na•
tion are afforded equal
access to the free enter.
prise system," the
resolution reads
The Southern Coven.
nors reaffirm their support and commitment to
the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and to the principles of a just society
free of prjudice and to
an economy that
guarantees equal opportunity for every
citizen."
That resolution would
not have been proposed
by the Southern governors of 1964.
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A number of movies have been made that were
based on L. Frank Baum's book, "The Wizard of
Oz." A new entry, being filmed in England, is
Disney's multimillion dollar version called
"Oz." The name Oz came to Baum when he
noticed a filing cabinet drawer labelled "0-Z."

Graham will take
over as chairman of the
association at the end of
the conference this
afternoon, and he said
the meetings do serve
some purpose
"It helps us with our
primary programs for
our states It stimulates
ideas." he said
He said the annual
conferences have
started to stress more
work and less play
This year's, organized
by Robb, he said, was
"the most puritan '•

79' With
$5.00 Purchase

"The fact that we had
the special symposium
and the views the governors expressed speak
far more eloquently
than any resolution

HARTFORD, Conn. fuel are among the most
(AP) — Connecticut stringent in the country.
would consider suing Connecticut prohibits
big Midwestern power industry from burning
plants if the federal fuel containing more
government and Con- than 1 percent sulfur.
gress ignore the state's
In addition, the New
concerns about acid England governors
rain, state Attorney have voted to put a cap
General Joseph Lieber- on the sulfur dioxide
man says.
emissions within their
Lieberman made the, states, Lieberman said.
assessment after retur"We have been putning from a Monday ting our own house in
meeting with attorneys order,- here is the Norgeneral and represen- theast," Lieberman
tatives from seven other said. "It is about time
Northeastern states to that the Midwest do its
discuss progress on share to deal with air
their lawsuit against the pollution."
U.S. Environmental
John Anderson, ConProtection Agency.
necticut's deputy enThe suit, scheduled to vironmental protection
be heard Aug. 8 in U.S. commissioner, said that
District Court in while every state has an
Washington, D.C., seeks acid rain problem, the
to force reductions in in- Northeast and Canada
terstate and interna- have been hardest hit.
tional air pollution.
A major culprit has
But should the EPA been utility plants in the
ignore our concerns, Midwest, where
and should Congress not pollutants are spewed
meet its obligations to through taller smoke
deal with the acid rain stacks high into the air
problem, we cannot rule and then carried east by
out the possibility of the prevailing winds, he
lawsuits brought said.
against the actual
"If every state followsources of acid rain — ed our procedures, we
the big power plants in certainly would not
the Midwest," he said in have the air pollution
a news release from his problems we have tooffice Tuesday.
day," he said.
Acid rain is the name
The lawsuit against
given to the long-range the EPA was filed by the
movement of pollutants six New England states,
such as sulfur dioxide, Pennsylvania and New
which are emitted in the York. Attorneys general
burning of fossil fuels or other representatives
and fall to the earth with of those states as well as
rain.
the attorney general of
Connecticut's controls New Jersey met in New
on the sulfur-content in York City on Monday.

1131

have opened the way for
mention coal slurry It
a pipeline in Virginia talks of encouraging
was the hottest topic at competition among rail
the 1984 General carriers and between
Assembly. It went down "intermodal transportato defeat, as did a tion options "
similar bill in
"That is coal slurry,"
Maryland.
White admitted.
Texas has passed a
Many of the resolubill and is waiting for tions call for some acsurrounding states or tion by Congress, and inthe federal government coming chairman
to do the same
Graham says that's one
This year's resolution thing he doesn't like
is far more moderate, about the meetings —
White said
"when we become a
In good resolution junior debating society
language, it doesn't and call on ('••ngress "

Ancurnme

Robb said he was worried that the questions
about the resolution
would lead to questions
about the governors'
policy if he did not
prepare a formal
resolution
"It's not because I
think the resolution is
necessary," he said

Connecticut official
says state would sue
if acid rain ignored

4441 la,•LA I
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also be debating resolutions on reducing the
South's high rate of infant mortality, offshore
exploration for gas and
oil, toxic waste disposal,
ground water protection, coal exports and
coal slurry pipelines.
Gov. Mark White of
Texas failed to win the
governors' support for a
pipeline — which
transports coal in a
water mixture — at last
year's conference in
Austin.
Legislation that would

Iia
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Readers Disagree on Sweet
Smell of Hunting Success
DEAR ABBY- This is in response
to the letter from the Oregon deer
hunter who said the hunters in hii
area used Tabu perfume to attract
deer. I am sure it's possible because
I live in Louisiana and do a lot of
duck hunting. In our salt water
marsh are mosquitos second to none
when it comes to lust for blood. The
only truly effective mosquito repellent used by duck hunters in these
parts is a product made by Avon
called Skin-So-Soft.
If you think I'm making this up,
come to New Orleans and look
around in the sporting goods stores,
and you'll see Skin-So-Soft on the
shelves right next to the commercial
insect repellents.
LOUISIANA DUCK HUNTER

all in the same day, and I have the
most horrible blisters on my feet
from walking on them for eight
hours a day. I was out there hunting
hard for 10 miserable days trying to
put meat on our table. How inconsiderate!"
Wife:"The extra socks are in your
gun case, dear."
DISGUSTED IN WISCONSIN

DEAR ABBY: "It Happened in
Sioux City" wrote: "Last year, after
I had blood and urine tests for my
annual physical, the doctor's nurse
phoned to ask me if I knew I was
pregnant.
"I told her no, I didn't, but I was
DEAR HUNTER:I believe you. going to call the newspaper right
But read on for a letter from a away because I am 73 years old and
reader who didn't buy the Ore- had a hysterectomy 14 years ago."
gon deer hunter's story:
Well, Abby, I can top her with an
experience my neighbor recently
DEAR ABBY: So Tabu attracts had.(The neighbor's name is Clare.)
deer? And Intimate attracts pheas"You want me to go to the hospital
ant, and Wind Song attracts fish? at once, doctor? Isn't your diagnosis
Come on, Abby.
sufficient?" asked Clare.
I live in Wisconsin, and every
"No, I want to see you there in the
November deer hunters come from morning for further testa to confirm
all over the country during the deer- my findings," said the doctor.
hunting season. What a bunch!
So Clare obediently checked in
Every year at least one Wisconsin and spent several hours undergoing
farmer loses a cow or a pig to a various tests. Clare was apprehenhunter who can't tell the difference sive about the bill, but thankful that
between livestock and game. (I the insurance policy would cover
suspect many of these "hunters" most of it.
take nips from a flask in the field to
Eventually, a copy of the hospital
"keep warm.")
bill was presented to Clare, outHowever, the serious hunters in lining every charge in detail to the
this area do use a special scent to last safety pin: pregnancy test, two
disguise the human scent, which is restraining devices, X-rays, reading
highly threatening to the deer.
the X-rays, etc.
The scent they use smells like a
Clare is not a violent person and
combination of skunk and rotten concluded that the restraining
meat! Believe me, it smells nothing devices would be needed only after
like Tabu or any other perfumel
the bill was presented.
That Oregon deer hunter who
Now, to "anyone who has excomes home smelling of Tabu re- perienced a hospital stay, all of this
story:
this
hunter
deer
minds me of
may not seem too unusual. What is
Dear hunter berating wife: "For unusual, however,is that not only is
crying out loud, you forgot to pack Clare a senior citizen, but Clare is a
my extra socks, and I had to wear man!
RUTH R. CRUIKSHANK,
the same pair for 10 days. They've
RANCHO BERNARDO, CALIF.
been sweated up,frozen, then thawed
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TVA reviews possibilities of higher rates
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
plans to spend $109 million more
in fiscal 1985 than It spent this
year, but the utility won't determine until August if the increase
will mean higher power rates
TVA directors this week approved a $1.6 billion budget for
*Hal projects that include
costly repairs at the Brows
Ferry and Sequoyah nuclear
power plants and construction of
two new ones.
Asked if TVA would raise
power rates to fund the increased expenditures, Hugh Parris,
TVA's power manager, said, "I
don't think it will have a significant impact."
TVA staff members and directors will discuss rates at a
preliminary review in Knoxville
next Monday, and board
members are to vote on staff
recommendations in late
August.
The cost of electricity to
TVA's customers Will go up by
about 3.5 percent to allow for inflation, even if the board doesn't
approve a rate hike, TVA officials said.
TVA rates increased by about
9 percent in 1981. There has been
no major increaae since then.
TVA's capital budget is funded by money from loans and
ratepayers' bills. As well as construction and repair work at the
nuclear plants, the 1985 budget
provides for the repair of aging
equipment at TVA's other
generating facilities.
The board approved nearly
$40 million to replace cracked

cooling pipes at Browns Ferry.
near Athens. Ala The plant,
with its three nuclear reactors.
Is the nation's largest nuclear
power plant
The agency will spend more

than $3 million on electrical
repairs at Browns Ferry. The

rapidly

as energy experts

estimated in the 1870e,

quired by the NRC to meet
federal safety standards.

The directors approved more
than $108 million on repairs at

Browns Ferry and Sequoyah
nuclear plants and SS.6 million
on new building at those plants
Most of the repairs were re

repairs will include separating
electrical cables controlling
safety systems there. Parris
said
The problem led to a 1975 fire
that was one of the nation's
worst nuclear accidents
Workers at the plant discovered
last month that the wires were
never separated, even though
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission advised TVA to do so

TVA provides power to 2.8
million customers In Tennessee
and parts of Virginia. Kentucky,
Alabama, Misissippi, North
Carolina and Georgia.

MIAMI i API — Air Florida,
The attorney added that Air
given access to $4 million in its
Florida would use its own cabin
accounts receivable, plans to
attendants.
resume its Miami-London route
The session before Hoeveler
by July 25 using a leased plane
followed a ruling by U.S.
and pilots from World Airways,
Bankruptcy Court Judge
a lawyer for the company says
Thomas C. Britton, who despite
Leonard H. Gilbert, represenobjections from the Federal
after the fire.
ting Air Florida, told U.S.
Aviation Administration, ruled
Directors voted to allocate District Judge William Hoeveler
that Air Florida could use up to
$415 million to continue con- late Monday the carrier would
$4 million in its accounts to fuel
struction of the Watts Bar and present "a specific plan" at a
efforts to get back in the air by
Bellefonte nuclear power plants. hearing July 25 in Federal
the end of the month.
Two reactors at Watts Bar, Bankruptcy Court,
The money had been
located near Dayton, Tenn., are
But an agreement with
unavailable since the Miamiexpected to be completed in 1985 California-based World Airways
based company filed for protecand 1987 at a total cost of $3.7 "allows us to get the plane into
tion from its creditors under
billion, Parris said.
the air before then," the Miami
Chapter ii of the Federal
Bellefonte, near Scotsboro, News quoted Gilbert as saying.
Bankruptcy Act on July 3.
Ala., also will have two reactors
utigt• orders restoration of social seen rit
and will be completed in 1988
and 1990 at a cost of nearly $5.5
for sonie 211.0110 people
billion, he said.
TRElkITON, N.J. (AP) — A
TVA will spend about $12
20,000 people denied benefits.
million next year on the federal judge Tuesday ordered
U.S. Health and Human SerU.S. District Judge Maryanne
mothballed Yellow Creek and
Trump Barry certified a classHartsville nuclear power plants, vices Secretary Margaret M.
action suit and said she 'would
Parris said. But TVA expects to Heckler to reinstate Social
issue her formal order
make about $38 million on equip- Security disability checks
Thursday.
ment sales at the indefinitely retroactively for an estimated
deferred plants, he said.
TVA once planned to build 17
nuclear reactors but the demand
for electricity did not grow as

J
disabiliq benefits

NEW!Seafood
Salad Delights!

Your Individual
Horoscope

Go ahead

plunge into our new. exciting and refreshing Seafood
of tender.shnmp. nch crabmeat

Salad Delights! A cool combination

and whitefish
Delight Plate 43.75 As a salad plate. our Seafood Salad Delight is
served with tomato and egg wedges. garden,fresh vegetables. fruit
garnish. and French dressing
Delight Croissant $3.15 Perfect on a rich and flaky croissant. unth
fruit garnish
Our new Seafood Salad Delights are two more exciting and refreshin„
ways how. at Jerry's

Detighl Cry:Sum

Frances Brake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 12, 1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? PISCES
*se
mew
To find out what the stars say, read (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Friendship and travel are
the forecast given for your birth sign.
highlighted now. Have more optimism about career interests. ..Be
open to new ways of doing things.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Ant YOU BORN TODAY are creative
You may be bored with familiar but may scatter your energies. When
pleasure haunts. Try something dif- you concentrate on one thing you
ferent. Ingenuity and drive combine come into your own. You have a good
sense of humor and a consciousness of
for career success.
what the public wants. You're a
TAURUS
(Apr.20toMay 20)
(0111
* natural for the stage or a political
Couples make plans for a holiday. If career. A gifted communicator, you'll
one avenue seems blocked regarding do well in advertising, sales, law and
credit, try another. Legal affairs look writing. You have an interest in
righting wrongs and may be drawn to
positive.
some humanitarian endeavor. In
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
4
:
k financial affairs, your judgment is
You're inclined to worry too much good. Birth date of: Henry David
about work. You will make solid Thoreau, writer; Van Cliburn,
gains. Persevere. Go along with a pianist; and Andrew Wyeth, painter.
partner's novel suggestion.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Romance looks promising, but
cooperation is still needed. An
unusual career opportunity presents
itself. Financial gain is likely.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You should pitaxed with a domestic
plan despite objectives. You'll enjoy
visiting unfamiliar places. Inventive
Now you can save up to
powers increase.
VIRGO
$1.10 on Brhe
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22,
Brim has a rich taste and
Don't make too much out of
aroma that's deeply satisfying
something you overhear. Children
follow your lead. The enjoyment of
And now Brim is served in many
hobbies brings great pleasure.
foe restaurants.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
U.at bone or away,
Don't worry about money. Take
_sircoptothe rim
positive steps to remedy the situation
with the richness of Brim.
You'll succeed, but first you have to
try. Don't procrastinate!

As eye fashion has evolved for the
adult world, so too have there been
significant fashion developments for
children's and young adult's eyewear
needs.
In the past frames..)aLlne young
-were simply "mini" versions of adult
frame styles Boys who wore eyeglasses were labeled 'sissies and
girls who wore them wondered it the
boys would ever give them a second
look, Boys frames were limited to
ugly. black horn-rimmed styles and
girls frames were paltry colored metals
in smaller versions of their Morn's cateye shapes It was no wonder thatkids felt unattractive and somehow
separate from their playmates
Today, many frames are manufactured specifically with youthful faces
and lifestyles in mind Colors reflect
current fashion trends in children's
apparel: girls seem to enjoy, neat

ift Arm

RESTAURANTS

shapes and vibrant colors and Days
.tend to favor aviatol shapes in metals
But one thing is for certain, today s
youth know then fashion
While designer frames are more
meaningful 1.4.4aults tadayS youth
have their oWn frame Collections
named for favorite hems and cartoon
characters such as the Bugs Bunny
eyewear collection
Parents will find these new children s frame lines most desirable because they have many features in
their construction and design, like
spring hinges which make them almost virtually indestructible
At Southern Optical we realize that
your child s eyeglass fitting require
ments need special attention Stop in at
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center. Highway 641 North 753-0422 We want to
be your optician tor the whole

Your real value in better vision.
Otynpic Plaza Shopcong C-4/000 14661•44ay 641 North • 753-0422

Discoverour rich
masted taste.

SCORPIO
CIE
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
You may fail to see the merit in a
superior's proposal. Still, it's the right
time to make important calls and
agreements.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
You may make a change in advisers. It's best to work quietly on a
mgney deal. Don't let others in on
your plans yet.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22toJsn. 19
You may help out a friend with a
' problem. semi life is lively, but a
partnership concerr weighs on your
shoulders.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
Consider joining a club or organization that reflects your interests Proceed with career aims, but don't
neglect close ties.
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showtime
By BOB THOMAS
"Under the Volcano"
bears the subtitle "One
cannot live without
love." That's a
simplified interpretstin of the last 24 hours
in the tortured life of
Geoffrey Firmin,
former British consul in
Cuernavaca, Mexico, in
1938.
He seems among the
most favored of men,
with rank, education, intelligence, wit, still attractive in middle
years. So why is he
drinking himself to
death? Is it because he
has been cuckolded by
his half-brother? Or has
he suffered a fatal
malaise from disillusion
in the face of the oncoming war?
The makers of
"Under the Volcano"
never make it clear, and
that is a defect of an
otherwise impressive
film. It contains three
superlative perfor-

mance. and ranks
among the best work by
John Huston.
The filmmaker
returns to familiar territory . human failing
amid the harsh landscape of Mexico. His
task was more difficult
than with ''The
Treasure of the Sierra
Madre" and "Night of
the Iguana," with their
structured plots.
Malcolm Lowry's novel,
"Under the Volcano,"
had defied translation
into film despite the efforts of many
screenwriters.
Guy Gallo finally succeeded. His script is
spare and visual,
capitalizing on the symbolism of the Mexican
Day of the Dead. The
superb
cinematographer,
Gabriel Figueroa, provides a dreamy,impressionist view, making the
sometimes violent
events all the more
effective.

The film opens with
Firmin (Albert Finney)
in the midst of his
careening ride to selfdestruction. His
estranged wife (Jacqueline Bisset) returns,
along with his idealistic
half-brother
Anthony
Andrews), back from
the horror of the
Spanish Civil War. Both
love the consul, but he
can't forget ;heir
betrayal. They can't
prevent his ultimate
descent into hell, a cantina filled with human
scum.
Finney, truly the most
versatile film actor of
his generation, delivers
another astonishing performance, roaring at
full speed all the way.
Miss Bisset's role is
deceptively subdued; in
truth, she supplies the
necessary compassion
to make the consul
worth caring about. Andrews, despite a few
"Brideshead Revisited"

mannerisms, is en intelligent actor who provides a much-needed
note of sanity.
The entire film bears
the imprint of John
Huston, and It is
heartening to see him
still in command at the
age of 77.
Rated R, mostly
because of language and
violence, it la obviously
a film for adults.
--Motion Picture of
America rating
definitions'
G - General audiences. All ages
admitted.
PG - Parental
guidance suggested.
Some material may not
be suitable for children.
R - Restricted.
Under 17 requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian.
X - No one under 17
admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restrictions.

HEAVY-DUTY
What is reputed to be the
most heavily-armed helicopter in the West Britain's new Lynx-3 - takes to the air during a
demonstration at l'eovilton. A further develop.

ment of the original Lynx helicopter, which dates
back to 1971, it is Britain's first helicopter gunship and also carries antitank weapons.
AP Laserphoto

Chinese chef prepares
A-1 Moslem cookbook
PEKING (AP) - Interested in a taste of
mock sweet and sour
carp made of mutton?
How about fried squid
made with tripe?
The recipes are
among 280 mutton
dishes concocted by a
distinguished Chinese
Moslem chef and
published by China's
state-run press in what
it claims is the
definitive Moslem
cookbook.
"The Moslem
Cookbook" by Wang
Zizhong "is the most
complete in Chinese
history," the official
news agency Xinhua
said Monday.
Xinhua said Wang, 69,
who is of the Hui minority nationality and lives
In north-central China's
Ningxia autonomous

region, began his career
as an apprentice in a
Moslem restaurant at
the age of 16. Later he
was chef in the family of
a warlord before the
Communist takeover in
1949.

Cottage Fried
Potato Chips
Thicker siiced `cc ex7RA fiavcr

"Among Wang's
specialities are a mock
sweet and sour carp
made entirely of mutton, and fried squid
made from tripe,"
Xinhua said. "He uses
spices to remove the
pungent mutton aroma,
instead of the rice wine
favored by other
Moslem gourmets." .

Borden Potato Chips

Mutton is the main
meat of Chinese
Moslems, who do not eat
pork. An estimated 13
million of China's 1
billion people are
Moslems.

•Regular, Cheese and 880
•8 Ounces •Lim.1-2

boasted to registered
nurse Beth MacLeod,
Ms. Mitchell was "going
to have a great kid
because we have the
same birthday."
Ms. McLeod responded that it was her birthday, too, and then the
new mother announced
It was her birthday.
Adams said he demanded a look at her driver's
license to be sure, and it
was confirmed, she was
telling the truth.
Justine was born at
5:30 a.m. and weighed 8
pounds. 3 ounces.

Hi-C Fruit Drin
•Orange, Fruit 'unch
Grape •8 45 kince
•Limit 5 •

$400_

Baby booms into the world
greeted by birthday trio
QUINCY, Mass.(AP)
- When Justine Lee
Mitchell was born last
week, she wasn't the only one in the operating
room celebrating a
birthday.
Her mother turned 18,
the obstetrician turned
37 and the nurse turned
32, all on Saturday.
"It's mind boggling,"
the obstetrician, Dr.
Richard R. Adams, said
In an interview published today.
While Lauralyn Mitchell was delivering
Justine at Quincy City
Hospital, Adams said he

680

$700
NZ.% 10.114,C'ss.,,lis
,
• ...II-WO

Girls Swimwear
•Nylon/lycra®
•1 Piece styles
•Assorted colors
*Size 4-14
'Prints & Solids

Aluminum
Diamond- Foil
•25 Sq. Ft.
•EiVs Yds. x 12 In

Time magazine announces
week's best-selling books
Best seller books for
week of July 8 as released by Time Magazine
were as follows:
FICTION
1. "... And Ladies of
the Club," Helen
Hooven Santmyer
2. "Full Circle,"
Danielle Steel
S. "The Walking
Drum," Louis L'Amour
4. -Lincoln," Gore
Vidal
5. "The Aquitaine
Progression," Robert
Ludlum
6. "Deep Six," Cli,ye
Cuasier
7 "The Raj," Leon
Uris
8. "Heretics of Dune,"
Frank Herbert
9 "A Book Without A
Name," Kit Williams
10. "The Wheel of Fortune," Susan Howatch

NON-FICTION
1. "Eat To Win," Dr.
Robert Haas
2. "Wired," Bob
Woodward
3 "In God's Name,"
David A. Yallop
4. "The Kennedys,"
Peter Collier & David
Horowitz
5. "Nothing
Robert Allen
6. "The Nightmare
Years," William L.
Shirer
7. "Go For It," Irene
Kassorla
S. "Powerplay,"
Mary Cunningham &
Fran Schumer
9. "Getting Up And
Down," Tom Watson &
Nick Seitz
10. "Good Morning,
Merry Sunshine," Bob
Greene

Keep away from mountains
during electrical storms
The club says that if
BOSTON (AP)- The
tremendous electrical you are hiking in the
charge accumulated in mountains and see a
the atmosphere during a thunderstorm on the
violent storm will tidy way, discard your
the shortest possible metal-framed bece4ack
atom Kw, uan411 oft the
route to read'
That's why lightning peaks and ridges as
strikes high places, soon as you can. Get
especially mountain- below the timberline if
tops, much more often possible, if not, lie down
then anywhere else, ac- flat and insulate
cording to the Ap- yourself from the
palachian Mountain ground as much as
possible.
Club

Cultivator, Transplanter
Trowel
•Epoxy coated steel blades
•V,nyl custnoned handle
•Nos 685, 687, 686
•Reg 68'

2 Ring Pool

•6'." Diameter
•Vanous patterns
•Polyethylene material
.N
'Snap
ap4on
27 saucer
'Reg. 83'

Vinyl
50-x9- Inflatable .Pretested Sturdy
•No Leaks Safety Valve .Repair Patch Included •Reg 5.43

51$100
Lido Glass Ice Tea
•Attractive textured de
•Nos. 4015 and 4032,
respectively

Weed
Eater
No 307
Reg $1688
Sale

Foamy Shaving Gel

•Agsooed Iisrrnuiss
•7 Ounces
•t)m» 2

•
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THE ACES®
"Kip heels were invented by a woman who had
been kissed on the
forehead" — Christopher
Morley.

Eddie Kantar of Los
Angeles saw a high kiss
coming in the play of
today's unusual game. And
to dodge that missile, he
invented an interesting
avoidance play to keep East
off lead.
Dummy's heart king won
West's queen and a diamond
went to South's 10, West
refusing his ace. What
would have happened had
Kantar continued trumps?
West would have taken
his ace and East would have
signaled with his spade nine
The spade lead to East
would have resulted in a
heart ruff for West and the
game would have gone one
down.
Kantar realized what
West was up to and he found
the perfect countermove.

He cashed his club ace,
finessed to dummy's club
jack and cashed the club
king. Then he led a fourth
club and discarded his
qbeen of spades
West ruffed, of course,
but gone was the entry to
East's hand for the vital
heart ruff_ The defenders
were held to two diamond
tricks and Kantar took 11
winners to score his vulnerable game.
West undoubtedly had
second thoughts about his
waiting defense. However,
if South held the spade ace
(and the club 10) and East
Noaws
•105
WK.
•QJ 7 6 5

Vulnerable Neither Dealer South The bidding'
Ilesah
1.
50

*ea
14
Pass

Nora
MI•
Pass

East
44
Pass

'negative double
Opening lead Heart queen

had the club ace, it would
have been wrong for West to
win the trump ace immediately to lead back a spade
Bid with The Aces
South holds
7-11-B
•A K 9 4
•10 5 4 32

7-11-A

•a

l•

wES7
EAST
•A K 4
•J 87632
•• Q
•10 5 43 2
•8
A42
•Q 9 5
•107 6
SOUTH
•Q
•AJ987
• 109 3
•A 4 3

ANSWER: Two spades A
hefty hand for the raise, but
not strong enough for a
more encouraging call.

PAGE 7-11

FAA praises Britt despite problems
EVANSVILLE, Ind
down one of the Swear(AP) — Britt Airways ingen Metro ll's two
has a "terrific" safety propeller engines The
record despite several plane listed sideways at
emergency landings, a about a 33-degree angle
Federal Aviation Ad- on its approach but
ministration official landed safely as a fire
said
truck and other
"They're the largest emergency equipment
commuter airline in the stood by.
country, and I really do
No airline officials
think they have one of authorized to comment
the best operations," about the incident were

after its landing gear
failed to go down
Such things "happen
all the time" and do not
necessarily indicate a
safety problem, Edelstein said

"When they happen
with a big airline you
don't hear about it," he
said. "When they happen with a commuter
airline,
you hear all
said Mort Edelstein, at Britt's headquarters
public affairs director In Terre Haute Monday, about it."
for the FAA's regional an executive secretary
The airline has had
office in Chicago
said
only one fatal accident
He was asked about
The emergency lan- In its 16-year history — a
the airline's safety Mon- dings prompted the Jan. 30 crash that kllled
day after a Britt flight FAA to review Britt's three Britt employees
carrying nine maintenance policies near Terre Haute. Inpassengers and two last month, and Edels- vestigators said they
crewmen made an tein said the agency was were unable to find out
emergency landing at satisfied with the what caused it.
Paducah, Ky., Sunday airline's operations
Britt executives have
night
Since mid-May. four
It was the airline's Britt planes have made
sixth problem landing in emergency or
the past two months
unscheduled landings at
An oil pressure loss Evansville, and one
forced the pilot to shut crash-landed at Chicago

.111 lair lass • iiifol-Soloo Solis for Lass •Wa;-Most Soils for Last
•WO-Mori 1.11. 6*. Loss • Mel-Mee Sails tot lass •Wol Marl Salts to. Loos • wo4-•••0 lirl-mdart Smile fo• Lois

said passenger loads
have not suffered from
the recent emergency
landings, but an
Evansville travel agent
said many people refuse
to fly with the airline
"You wouldn't believe

how many people drive
to St Louis or Indianapolis or Louisville
to make connections
rather than fly Britt,"
he said. "We get them
every day "
Britt serves 28 cities
In eight Midwest states,
operating hubs in St.
Louis, Indianapolis,
Chicago and Cincinnati.

In Evansville, it has
dominated Delta.
Eastern and USAir to
become the city's most
popular carrier,
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Pine Sol
•Disinfectant cleaner
•34 Ounces
•Limii 2

2.22
Sea Breeze Antiseptic
•Regular or Sensitive skin
•1 0 Ounce
•Reg 2 92

38
°E.ch
Molly Imes

Ekco Nylon Tools
•Assorted colors •Nos 37492
37491, 374 72, 37552, 37551,
37222, 37082, 37442

Ladies Queen
Bee Tops
•Sohds & Prints
•Special Selection
•Limited Quantities
•Reg 10 97
Sale

$
8
0

\

900

Beach
Towels

•50/50 Poly/Cotton
•One piece
•Button front with ruffle
back
•Sizes 9-12 18-24 months
•Reg. 2 76

*Assorted
Prints
*Limited
Quantities
'Reg 3.96
Sale

3

POIftli 22 Oz.

Tumblers

in •Choice of crystal or gold

5 Ounce and 22 ounce

Garden Gloves
by Wells-Lamont
*Assorted styles
and colors
.
•Nos 200/211/312
eRpg

Hunt's
Ketchup
,
Sale

40

Hamilton-Skotch
Styro Cooler

1 -97
knn

2/s3°°
Hwy. 641 N.
Mon.-Set. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30
Prices Valid Wed. July 11 thru Sun July 15
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provide an early introduction to college
work and college life,
says Dr. Sam
McFarland, professor of
psychology and director
of the program.
'reie
Students were chosen
on the basis of superior
grades and aptitude test
scores. Participating
from the Calloway
County area is Molly
Imes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth C.
Imes, Route 2, Murray.
She is a student at
Calloway County High
School.

WASHINGTON (AP) unadjusted death count.
There were 1,977,961
— New government
statistics show deaths in the United

Ladies Catch One$
Short Sets

Infant Girl
Sunsuit

Twenty-four high
school honor students
have received scholarships to participate in
Western Kentucky
University's 1984 Summer Junior Scholars
Program. The students,
who will be seniors in
high school this fall, are
attending classes during
WICU's summer session
through Aug. 2, taking
up to nine semester
hours of college course
work in addition to a
humanities seminar.
The purpose of
Western's Junior
Scholar Program is to

Statistics show U.S. life expectancy
currently running at all-time high

ii
learance Sale
n Progress
Every Dept.

Imes included in Program

WALTMART

Americans are living
longer than ever, with
the average expectancy
hitting 74.2 years.
At the same time, the
National Center for
Health Statistics found
the age-adjusted death
rate hit an all-time low
in 1981, the latest year
for which figuures are
available
The basic rate of 862.4
deaths per 100,000
Americans was down
from 1980, but not as low

as in 1979. That rate
does not take Into account the overall aging
of the population,
however.
The age -adjusted
rate, which is a calculation of how many deaths
would have occurred if
the 1981 population had
the same age mix as
that of 1940, set the
record low
It was 568.2 deaths per
100,000 Americans in
1981, down 3 percent
from a year earlier.
Statisticians consider
the age-adjusted rates a
better indicator of the
chances of death over a
period of time becauee

States in 1981, the center
reported, 11,880 fewer
than the year before.
The decline affected
both men and women,
and all age groups.
—The average expectation of life at birth
reached a record high of
74.2 years in 1981, up 0.5
years from 1980," the
report said. "This increase resumed the
general trend upward in
life expectancy in the
United States that was
Interrupted in 1980."
•
Women continued to
have longer life expectancy, at 77.9 years,
compared with 70.4 for
men. Life expectancy
was 74.8 years for
whites and 68.7 for
blacks. While the black
population continued to
have a shorter life expectancy, it increased
nearly twice as fast as
for whites between 1980
and 1981.
White women have
the longest lives to look
forward to, 78.5 years,
followed by black
women at 73 years.
White men can anticipate a life of 71.1
years and black men
64.4 years.
There were 43,305 infant deaths in the United
States in 1981 for an infant raortality rate of
11.9 deaths per 1,000 live
births
For whites, the rate
dropped from 11.0 in
1980 to 10.5, while for

they are not affected by
changes In the age
makeup of the population in general.
Of the 15 leading
causes of death studied,
19 also declined over the
year. One, blood poisoning, showed a sharp increase, but center officials atirlbuted that to.
hi a Mc infante the &sr!insi
better reporting2
th
was from 91.4 to 90.0
physicialts rather
apy actual increase In deaths per 1,000 live
births.
deaths from that cause
Heart disease remainSmall increases in
deaths from suicide and ed the loading cause of
lustrz disease were also death in the nation in
recorded in the age- 1981. followed by
adjusted rate, although cancer, stroke and
suicide declined In the accidents
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Drug center to move from Lexington
LEXINGTON. Ky
(AP) — Since the
government halted the
use of prisoners as
guinea pigs in drug
tests, the Addiction
Research Center in Lexington has been abort of
volunteers.
Without an adequate
supply of drug addicts In
the community, the
center, located on the
grounds of the Federal
Correctional Institute,
will move to Baltimore
in October.
"To its credit, there
are very few narcotic
addicts in Lexington,"
said Dr. Charles
Gorodetsky, director of
the center. "There's
just not a big population
here."
The center will give
up the space to the
prison when scientific
equipment is moved
later this month.
During the Depression, the government
considered the nation's
drug problem serious
enough to build two
farms for heroin addicts. Drug addiction
was a felony at the time.
One was built for male
addicts west of the
Mississippi River in
Fort Worth. Texas. The
1.041-acre Lexington
farm was built in 1933
and served men east of
the Mississippi and all
women. They were called U.S. Public Health
Service Hospitals by the
next year.
The research center
was moved to Lexington
in 1935. Gorodetsky said
It is the longest continuously operated drug
research facility in the
world and the only one
before the 19708.
Most drug research
was conducted on
humans and small
animals until late 1976.
The volunteers were

numerous, as anyone usual, however, with the
with a drug dependency prisoners constituting
could offer his services, the core of the ex
Gorodetsky said The perimental study on the
research center within effects of drugs on the
the hospital also body
In December 1976
recruited prisoners
however, the governfrom other facilities.
As the public's ment called a halt to usperception of drug treat- ing prisoners for drug
ment changed and the research
number of drug users in"Since human
creased in the 1960e, the research (on prisoners)
hospital's name was ended, we had to use
changed to Clinical non prisoners."
Gorodetsky said And
Research Center.
The hospital closed in Lexington did not have a
Ire, and the complex large quantity of drug
became a minimum- addicts to offer
The center also lost
security prison.
Work at the research more than half of the
center continued as 75,000 square feet of

space in its building that
was used to house
volunteers, he said.
The move to
Baltimore will affect
about 100 employees,
Robert Maclin, program management officer, said.
Half of them will
receive severance pay
or retire, he said. About
25 will be placed with
other federal agencies
in the Fayette County
area, while the rest will
be transferred to
Baltimore. Those
transferred will be
mostly scientists and
technical assistants, according to Maclin.
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BOSTON BUTT SUCED INTO

PORK STEAK

GROUND BEEF

Judge upholds
aesthetics in
development
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The actions of
Covington officials, who
declined to allow Ryan
Homes Inc. to build condominiums in the
historic Licking Riverside area of the
Ohio rlverfront, have
been upheld temporarily by Kenton Circuit
Judge James Gilliece.
Gilliece said Tuesday
that the city has acted
properly on the issue
The city commissioners refused to act on
the project during two
meetings in April. That
amounted to an improper denial of the
development. Ryan's attorney, Robert Carran,
claimed. The plans had
already won the approval of the Kenton
County and Municipal
Planning and Zoning
Commission and at least
one city review board.
Ryan asked the court
.to force the city to approve the 28-unit
development.
The judge ordered
further hearings before
the court's master commissioner, and could
possibly change the ruling later.
— There is ample
evidence to support the
decision of the city of
Covington," Gilliece
said.
Michael Kruse, Covington economic
development director,
said the project did not
conform to the city's
development plans, and
that it would be incompatible with future plans
for the riverfront
"(It) aesthetically
clashes with the grand,
multistory edifice
known as Riverside Terrace located adjacent to
the proposed Ryan
Homes project," Kruse
said in an affidavit filed
with the court.
The city has plane for
rtverfront park and
other developments in
the area that could
necessitate changes in
streets there, city official. have said. The
Ryan project planned to
use existing streets, and
that could have been a
problem. Kruse said.

HER FAN CLUB — Clara "'eller is escorted by Wend)'s founder Dine Thomas as the enter the Martin Janis Senior Citizen's Center in Columbus here she was greeted b) members of one of her fan
clubs. Peller, who coined the phrase •M here's the Beet'."' in a Nendy's commercial, was in the city for
a meeting with Nendy's employees.
AP Laserphoto
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Court rules against Jefferson County in pollution case
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CINCINNATI (AP) —
Jefferson County, Ky..
authorities received the
sympathy of three appellate judges, but lost
their air pollution
dispute over a power
plant in nearby Floyd
County, Ind.
The fith U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled
Tuesday the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency was following
the intent of federal
clean air provisions
when it refused to limit
sulfur dioxide emissions
from the Gallagher
Power Station run by
the Public Service Co. of
Indiana.
Jefferson County

authorities asserted
that the plant was spewing pollution across the
Ohio River and into the
county, which has been
unable to meet national
air quality standards for
sulfur dioxide despite
expensive pollution control measures by
Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
Jefferson County
authorities wanted
tighter conrols on the
Gallagher station,
which falls under Indiana's pollution control
plan. They said
Gallagher's emissions
would hinder economic
development in the
county because of the

trouble meeting pollu
tion standards
"Lousville Gas &
Electric, the primary
producer of (sulfur dioxide) in Jefferson County. spent approximately
$138 million installing
scrubbers to removs
(sulfur dioxidej.froMIS
emissions, while across
the river, Gallagher's
(sulfur dioxide) emissions were completely
uncontrolled," the appellate court said.
The appellate court
said the question is how
much pollution may be
emitted to a neighboring
state before federal
authorities intervene
The three-judge panel

noted federal clean air
regulations passed in
2477 aren't specific on
the matter
"The question which
has plagued the EPA
and reviewing courts
since that time is,
assuming that no upwind state can transmit
utterly pure air to its
neighbor, how much
pollution is too much
under the act?" "the
court said
The court said EPA
found the Gallagher
plant contributed only
about 3 percent to sulfur
dioxide pollution in Jefferson County. The
court concluded that
wasn't a "significant"

enough level to result in
tighter restrictions on
Gallagher

be created and reviewed
on the basis of state
boundaries, there will
be differences between
the emission limitations
imposed by neighboring
states," the court said

"As long as the
statute mandates that
implementation plans

"No nationwide emission limitations appear
to have been intended
by Congress, and
therefore, while we
have considerable sym-

Ky. housing agency to spend $4.5 million
FRANKFORT, Ky
(AP) — The Kentucky
Housing Corp. says it
will spend approximately $4.5 million this fiscal
year to aid low- and"
moderate -income
homebuyers in urban
and rural areas.
The General
Assembly created the

corporation in 1972 to
raise money for low interest mortgage loans
through the sale of taxexempt bonds and
notes
A statement Tuesday
from KHC Executive
Director F. Lynn
Luellen said the agency
was committing approx-

IrIFIMM•MESLME.`

imately $2.5 million for
rural housing, but only
$1.42 million was being
immediately allocated.
ICHC was allocating just
over $2 million for programs in 11 urban
areas, the statement
said.
Some of the programs
that were funded in-
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suggestions
BARTLESVILLE,
Okla. (AP) — When
employees make suggestions on the job, is
anybody listening?
At Phillips Petroleum
last year. 30.000 sugges..tiont- Were made —
management by all
emplo)Iees. The company said 34 percent of
all suggestions were put
into effect. It says its
graphics division
averaged more than 12
suggestions for each of
It. 109 employees
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dude the promotion of
rehabilitation of old
I nner-city
neighborhoods and the
formation of apartment
"co-ops" in Kentucky
cities
Allocations to date
under itHC's rural program included:
— $150,000 to Appalachian Foothills
Housing Agency Inc.,
which serves the FIVCO
Area Development
District. The money will
be a revolving fund for
rehabilitation of houses,
according to Luallen's
statement.
— $247,188 to the Kentucky Mountain Housing
Development Corp., serving Clay and Jackson
counties. Of the total,
$200,000 will be permanent financing for as
many as 13 families and
the remainder will pay
"the costs of counseling
and loan packaging,"
the statement said.
— $389,430 to the
Federation of Appalachian Housing
Enterprises in Berea.
which serves the 49 Appalachian counties. The
total includes $280,000
for permanent financing
of home loans, $81,930
for administrative costs
and $7 , 500 for
brochures.
— $350,000 to Frontier
Housing, serving Bath,
Elliott, Rowan and
Carter counties. The
total includes $200,000
for permanent financing; $100,000 for a trust
fund, from which interest will be used to
supplement payments
of low-income
homebuyers; and
$50,000 for technical
assistance.
— $130,000 to Christian Outreach With Appalachian People Inc..
serving Harlan County.
The total includes
$100,000 for a trust fund
and 49,000 for technical
assistance.
— $5,000 for Appalachian Economic
Development Corp. in
Martin County, to supplement its budget for
new construction.
— $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 to
"revitalize" the
Frankfort-Franklin
County Housing Corp.,
according to the
statement.
— $120,000 to eight
area development
districts for housing
surveys. The eight are
Barren River,
Bluegrass, Green River,
KIPDA, Lincoln Trail,
Northern Kentucky,
Pennyrile and
Purchase.
Under its urban program, KHC will allocate
$900,000 to a pool for
buyers and builders
wanting to invest in city
neighborhoods; $840,000
for the purchase,
renovation and resale of
units to cooperative
associations; and
$325,000 for energyimprovement loans to
elderly homeowners.
Urban areas eligible
to participate in the programs are LouisvilleJefferson County; Kenton, Campbell, Boone
and Fayette counties;
Ashland, Bowling
Green, Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Henderson and Owensboro, the
statement said.
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pathy for the position of
Jefferson County here,
we conclude that we do
not possess the
statutory authority or
regulatory expertise to
grant any relief"
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Latest study reports abortion rate dropping
NEW YORK (AP) The first decline in the
nation's abortion rate
since a 1973 U.S
Supreme Court ruling
setting forth a constitutional right to abortions
may be partly due to
women "becoming
more careful about contraception," a researcher says.
The number of abortions performed in 1982
decreased by about

3.400 over 1981, according to a national
survey published July 9
in Family Planning
Perspectives, the
magazine of the Alan
Guttmacher Institute.
The decrease from
about 1,577,300 to
1 , 573 , 900 , was
"statistically insignificant as a downward
trend," according to
Barbara Parks, an institute spokeswoman

associate at the institute, theorized a
reason for the drop was
that more women may
be using the birth control pill, a relatively effective means of
contraception.
In general, he said,
"There's always the
hope that women are
becoming more careful
about contraception."
The survey, which
covered hospitals,
clinics and physicians'
offices that provide
abortions, found that
abortions per 1,000
women aged 15 to 44 fell
from 29.3 in 1981 to 28.8
in 1982.
Last week the Centers
for Disease Control in
Atlanta reported a
small increase in the
number of abortions
during 1981. The Guttmacher survey for that
year also noted a small
increase.
Both the center and
the magazine article

But the decrease did
show a continued
stabilization of the abortion rate that began in
1980, according to the
article.
The abortion rate had
risen steadily from 16.3
In 1973 to 29.3 in 1980,
held at 29.3 in 1981 and
then dropped in 1982. the
survey said.
Stanley K. Henshaw,
co-author of the survey
and senior research

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Obtain
4 Fragile
9 Tattered
cloth
12 Mature
13 King of birds
14.Guido's high
note
15 Margin
17 Alit
19 Evaluates
21 Fish eggs
22 Sluggish
24 Tear
26 Trial
29 Tiny openings u skin
31 Knock
33 Deface
34 Near
35 Deposit
37 Existed
39 Chinese
distance
measure
40 Possessive
proeoun
42 Spider's trap
44 Strip of
leather
48 Memorandum
48 Expire
50 Communists
51 Devoured

4 Pedal
extremities
5 More unusual
6 Symbol for
silver
7 Sick
8 Shakespear Ian king
9 Buy back
10 Beverage
11 Wander
about idly
16 Coolidge's
Vice
President
18 Negative
20 Title of
respect
22 Country of
Europe
23 Numbers
game
25 Animal's toot
27 Dinner
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28 Journeys
30 Stitch
32 Dancilltlep
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55 Female
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57 Pitching
stet
59 Cheer
60 Before
63 Baseball
league

Is the economy getting better? For the
farmer it is according to
the price of Irish
potatoes; but for the
consumer it's still high.
Yesterday I paid $1.69
for a stuffed baked
potato. It was delicious
but I thought what an
easy way to make a living - just raise a lot of
potatoes and sell them
85 cents each, about half
of what I paid for one.
My little garden that
consists of two tomato
plants, three bunches of
parsley, a bunch of
chives, two rubarb
plants and lots of mint
might hold three or four
potato plants which
might yield, together, 52
spuds. That would give
me one a week for one
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58 Desire with
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61 Sorrow
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cent of all pregnancies
ended in abortion.
Many women still find
it difficult or impossible
to get abortions, often
because they live in
areas with relatively
few abortion services,
according to the survey.
State abortion rates
ranged from a low of 8
per 1,000 women in West
Virginia and Wyoming
to a high of 46 per 1,000
in Nevada
In 1082, the magazine
said, "There still were
wide gaps in the
geographic availability
of abortion services."
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Observations
By Lochie Hart

year - if I could store
them.
• • •
"You haven't
changed much"
My spirits rose last
week while shopping in
the vegetable department of a local grocery
when I heard a nice
voice say, Hello Mrs.
Hart,,.,You haven't
changed much since I
had you as a teacher
and librarian in Murray
High School" I didn't
ask 'Changed how?' but
took it for granted that
he meant when I was not
a senior clITZIE.- -No
wonder Ryan Milk C.
employed him with that
public relation quality.
He is Ruben Mausy,
married to Holly
Futrell. Their three
children are Stacy, Amy
and Ruben, Jr.
• • •
Dub Eildns in
Barnes Hospital
W.C. "Dub" Elkins,
our neighbor and friend,
Is a patient in Barnes
Hospital, St. Louis
where he has undergone
surgery. His wife Jo and
daughter, Dianne and
other members of the
family are with Jim.
Jo's father, Gus Robertson, died recently.
Seems that illness, and
death comes in bunches.
I'm sorry.
• • •
$9 steaks
- economy talks
Is this the only country where men can get
together to talk about
hard times over a $9
steak? - Readers
Digest
• • •
Rhoda Morris
has beautiful quilt
I keep remembering
the quilt that Mrs.
Garnett (Rhoda) Morris
had on her guest bed,
and others she showed
me the pictures of ones that her daughter
Izetta Steeley made
when I visited her
recently. No name for
the quilt, but was made
nine-patch with the
squares halved - and.
fit the top of the bed.
Then a border of prints
made it come almost to
the floor. Izetta's quilt,
"The trip around the
world" is pictured in the
June calendar. Militia

George Brown and little
son were pictured on the
cover. 1083 Kentucky's
Quilt Calendar. One of
her quilts in a show was
sold to a man for a
$1,000, Mrs. Steeley was
hostess to a quilt show in
Oxford, Ohio recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris,
retirees, were teachers
In earlier years.
• • •
The Clarks will be
home for Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Larrie
Clark, retired musicians, have retired
again and will be off to
Alaska la' Mete *rndbile
home soon. Larrie
retired from the music
department of MSU a
few years ago but has
continued in community
affairs - Art Guild
chairman, conductor of
the all-woman barbershop singers and being
Santa. Maxine, a professional organist, music
teacher and director of
the First Christian choir
a long time, has called it
quits, Saying "fifty
years is long enough."
Both were honored with
gifts at her last performance at the church.
But Larrie promises to
be back in time for playing Santa before and
during Christmas
season.
• • •
First time shopping
for a car
I've never bought an
automobile but am hay
tog some experience in
shopping for a second
car. Studying the Consumer's Automobile
Guide, I have learned
what's what about
them. My '66 Cad - the
last car bought by husband George is still
good, but I'm trying to
trade in a '69 Pontiac
convertible for an
economical, easy driving, small car - one
that will fit my budget.
Salesmen are courteous
and compasionate. Two
young men, Tom Moore,
a MSU grad and a
fraternity' brother of
Grandson George; and
Jeff Oakley, a friend of
my Granddaughter
Lore - they were in
Murray High together
- I have learned and
liked. It does pay to be
courteous, doesn't it?

Notice

Spouse
Abuse
Hotline
759-4050
CONCRETE steps New
shipment arrived last
week Get them while
the selection is good.
Rickman Norsworthy
Lumber Co 500 S 4th
St , 753-6450

Asked if the abortion
rate was expected to remain steady, he said,
"Historically, there
haven't been sharp
deviations (in the rate).
Seventy-eight percent
So I would not expect an
of U.S. counties - conincrease soon. I don't
taining 28 percent of all
see any factors on the
women of reproductive
horizon that might
age -- had no provider
cause one."
of abortions, and only 2
The Guttmacher percent of all abortions
survey also found that were performed in nonabout 3 percent of all metropolitan counties,
women of child-rearing where 26 percent of
age obtained an abor- women aged 15 to 44
3
tion in 1982, and 26 per- live.

Potatoes $1.69 each

53 Spoor '

c9.

agreed that the increase
In the eas.a Loll rate had
leveled off since 1980,
but neither said why
Henshaw said no explanations were given in
the article because "We
don't have the hard data
to support them,"
although studies have
indicated less sexual activity among teen-age
girls and increased use
of the pill by women in
general

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Lordy
Lordy
Old Maxie's
40
Happy
Birthday
Max Boyd
From Your
Friends

Card of Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS
We wish to thank
all of you for your
demonstrations of
love
for
John
Franklin Wright.
Widow: Alla Mary
Wright.
Daughters: Mary
Ann Weatherford
(Mrs. Joe Wayne
Weatherford) and
Mrs.
Bonnie
Gibson.
May God bless
each and every
one.

5 Lost and Found
LOST 10 wk old Siamese
kitten, near Vine Si.
Appreciate any info.
• See Andy at 1411 Vine or
call 1901) 644-1463.
Reward offered.
LOST in J.C. Penney,
Sat., July 7th, silver and
gold wedding ring with
engraving: G.S. to S.M.
8-4.72. Reward. Call
1-901-479-3215.
LOST in New Concord
area. 1 Red 'Tick Female, 1 Black and Tan
Male Coon -Hounds-. •
seen please call
436-5649
LOST watch, Thursday
around 6 on Murray
State Varsity Tennis
Courts. Alligator type
band. 753-9320.

6. Help Wanted

Receptionist/
Secretary
Local accounting firm needs
someone with
good typing
skills, will train
on word processor, light
bookeeping.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 453,
Murray, Ky.
DIESEL Mechanic.
Must be familiar with
cummins. detrolt and
caterpillar motors.
Must have own tools.
90 1 - 35 2 - 5 7 77 ,
8a.m -5p.m.
GOVERNMENT JOBS
818.559-150,8531year
Now Hiring. Your area.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-8155.
LIVE in and care for
elderly couple. Meals
and board furnished.
Must have own transportation. Salary 1135
per week Phone 7591087.
MONEYMAKING
books. Up to $'750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky. 42076.

PROCESS MAIL! $78
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start Immediately.Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
33496

1114-11-4-17;rw-XV57
Eles'en-year-old letter that- %ag lost
earning opportimity and
$250 to 9500
informs man of ineligible draft status earn
weekly. 753.0292

9

Situation Wanted

TEACHER will tutor
students after school or
in the summer For
details call 753-7129
10 Business Opportunity
liT owner: 4 unit apt
building. Each unit 2
BR equipped kitchen,
laundry room
Well
maintained, steady rental. 753-4503.
DESIGN YOURSELF A
NEW WAY OF LIFE
Full timerpart time
Realize your ambitions
through the Shaklee
Opportunity Bonus
program, bonus car,
travel For information
call J K Ashby Enterprises. _5
7a
l k rfs_609
SELLINGo
ess.
Country store, well
stocked good business 3
BR home attached. Call
382-2479
14. Want to Buy
WANTED to buy. Hardwood timber. Call
753-0338.

15. Articles for Sale
For Sate Used Air
Conditioners 34,000
BTU to 5,000 BTU
Guaranteed.
We
clean and repair
them' We also have
large floor fans for
sale.
DILL'S ELECTRIC
753-9104

r'

BLANDEX. Greta

for utility rooms, patio
ceilings, etc.84.95
each. Mid -South
Wholesale, 342 E.
Washington, Paris, Tn..
901442-2552.
/2 MODEL self-frost
Deep Freeze. 16 Cu. ft.,
$275. 753-5176.
GI.LUX8 15 cu. ft.
Chest type freezer, almost new, $250. Call
759-4667.
LIKE new set of Childcraft books, $75 Also 6
month old 10 gallon fully
equipted aquarium,. $35.
Call 759-4538.
MUST SELL - Kenmore
Portable Dishwasher
with power wash,
hygenic rinse, $75. Sofa,
loveseat, chair, set for
$125. All in excellent
condition. 759-9865.

USED BUT NICE
New shipment of
small wood desks.
Wood and metal
desk, table, secretarial
and executive swivel
chairs, filing cabinets,
blue print files. storage
c56014t•,
(Met)
machines,
electric
typewriters

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302
NO. 2 Shingles . $17.95
sq. 7/8" Roof nails$11.00 per 50 lb MidSouth Wholesale, 342 E
Washington, Paris, Tn.,
901-642-2552.
SLIGHTLY used furniture, coffee table, end
table, two night tables,
foam mattress, box
springs with frame $103.
Call 474-8882.

TYPEWRITER,
Olympia electric (pica 1
w/metal typing table,
1200. Computer monitor, 9" Sanyo B1W, $60.
753-7698.

16. Home Furnishings
BLACK leather couch,
chair and ottoman, $100.
Chrome Dining Table. 6
chairs. $20. Call mornings, 435-4126

18. Sewing Machines
313GER Factory Diecounts on Singer
Machines. Check our
price on The Touch
Tronic, SINGER SHOP,
Bel Air Center, Murray,
753-5323.

19. Farm Equipment
8N Ford Tractor, excellent condition. $1,100 or
best offer. 1973 Honda
Motorcycle, $950, excellent condition. 1973
Ford Pinto, engine and
transmission engine.
newly rebuilt. $200. Call
753-7849.
CASE
ac Tractor,
runs good. Hydraulic
good no equipment.
$750. Can 759-4667.
20. Sports Equipment
PADUCAH Gunshow
this weekend. Jaycee
Civic Center, Buy-Sell.
Trade. 851.3377.

22. Musical
12 STRING Ventura
acoustic guitar with
case. like new. $200.
Call 753-0235.
1) STOP Walnut pump
organ, circa 1875, excellent condition.. Call
354-8301 after 7p.m.
2 3. Exterminping

arwUme.

LEWISTON, Idaho
(AP) - Thirty -year-old
John Branting was only
mildly surprised by a
letter from the Selective
Service, until he terwtic
letter said he was
eligible for the draft
because he was atill in
high school.
Branting, who
graduated from
Lewiston High School In

101.111P11P-

41.

easalleassi

until his brother Steve
noticed something else.
The letter was dated
March A, 1972.
"It he;,••••Irra eyery
now and then," said
Walter EMIL a E.1.11.
Postal Service supervisor. Letters "get
stuck" in the bottom of
empty equipment and
po.
found for years,
'I

9. Situation Wanted

nurmrim-7677,
home Call Darla, 4692300 Have referenceill,‘
Married, 22.
WANT Job caring
anyone holpe.......:„..;--111rhomebound. Have
transportation and re.
ferences 3 years experience. Willing to
work fa.m. to 4p.m.
Monday through Friday. Also will do house
cleaning. Cali 751-7129

'Call Your
Local Professionals

6r

fife".

tro
753 0414
Murray'S only Home
owned and operated

Pest Control Service
Free inspection end
Estimates

'

I II

Sit lilt t

I I. IH.F.li A 111111.,‘

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
22. Musical
BALDWIN organ for
sale Excellent conch
?ion. ideal for home Or
church No extras Call
7S3-8976.
SPINET plane, very
good condition. $1100
753-3716.

V Mobile He kw Sab 34. Hewn. for Rent
1.3 160, ALL electric. call HOUSE
for rent in
753-5464 or 753 6506,
apoo.
is.

McRae Hwass ler Read

Hardin 750-1817

Pets-Supplies

3$

45

SETTER Bird Dogs
After ap m CIS 4212

Farms for Sale
9.6 ACRES with a well
on 783. 1 mile north of
the Airport. 489.2740

37. Livestock -Supplies

48 Auto Services
FIBERGLASS pickup
topper Afternoons call
762.6187 Evenings 753.

52

11110.1191it.silt% .

Beets-18•ters

15 Ft MONARCH Base
boat. 36 hp Evinrude. toot
control trolling motor.
depth finder. $8000 Call
7611-0306
17 PT. TM Hull Ski Boat.
walk thru windshield.
150 h.p. Mercury, power
tilt and trim tandem
trailer Must see. Excellent condition 7539131 or after 5p m
753-4729
IIM5 HYDRA Sport Ri
h.p. Evinrude with
drive on tiller and all
accessories Can be
seen at Sports
Specialists: 808 Chestnut St., Murray
HYL-HYLNE Pass Boat,
14 ft.. 06 hp. Mercury.
trolling motor graph,
31,400. 762-4797
SAILBOAT, Ventura, 24
ft., fully equIpted.
$6,500. Call 901.2324321.

I I, II. Mel

P %CF: 11.11

53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
BLOCK Building,
NEED work on your,
basements garages, trees?
Topping primfooting, floors drive111g. shaping. complete
ways Also brick work
removal
and more can
Large or small job& 24
BOYER'S TREE
years experience 753SERVICE for Pro5476
fessional tree care.
753-0336
ODD job specialist,
Aluminum end Vinyl
ceiling fans, electrical.
Meng and Aluminum
plumbing, fencing, YOB.
Min for MI houses It
MUDS It, I do it
You
stops painting
buy. I install
You
Jack Glover
break, I fix. Call 43112866.
753-1873

46 Homes for Sale
Produce
6267GOOD Reconditioned
BR house an. .
Auto Batteries,
FOR sale large tame
plums. Contact me for Hazel S5.500 Has new guaranteed! $15 exwiring
change
and
Call 753-3711
insulatlon
Summer and tall apples.
Call 753.4725 Floyd fully carpeted, some 49
24. Miscellaneous
Used
Cars
appliances
. 753-0861_
McKenzie
S 113R. Brick home. 1966 CHEI.
,
1 Impala 2
1% ACRES, Highway
41 Public Sales
formal dInIng room and door Sports Couple, 283
464. Also pow Hutch
Jiving room. 2 baths. V.8 automatic power
Ribel Wood Stove,
den kitchen, double car steering, skirts, coral
Scroll Saw. Call 8-5,
38 Pets -Supplies,
garage. central heat color 53.750 or trade for
753-5980.
Mini
and
air, woodburning newer model Chevy
LB Concrete mix AKC Austrian Cattle
stove. assumable loan
Pickup_ Call 7534770_
Warehouse
$1 85: mortar mix Dog puppy and adults
Located
3 blocks from 1974 AUDI Fox. auto
32.66 Just add water
JOINER'S Tree Ser
Champion parents Dad
Storage Space
University
transmiss
on
ion. sunroof.
dead
Mid-South Wholesale,
end
vice 30 years ex
shown on "People
Rain or Shine
street Priced to sell in AM:FM radio, reFor Rent
342 E. Washington,
perlence Also bucket
Beat". Show and workmid $60'5. Call 759-4826 asonably. Priced 7532221 Edinh tO h
Paris, Tn., 90140.2662.
truck for hire Call
ing Free comformation
753-1492
after 5p.m
9620 after 5p.m
753-03116.
CLEARANCE SALE.
In Gai-cp,
and obedience training
12IXFIK- of Murray and 1974 MAZDA Station
Tillers. 5 h.p. Briggs
Mary Adelman
0,114 z noon
FmHA
repossed
Wagon,
good condition,
houses.
and Stratton engines, 31.
436-2858.
Want to Rent
Murray Calloway $725 Call 750-1789.
& Fri.
chain drive, $229.99.
AKC Registered Boxer
County Realty, 304 1975 TOYOTA Corrola. 2
Wallin Hardware,
Tiller, mower and
'
MT pups, championship
PAINTINC, interior
North 12th St. 753-8148 dr., air, automatic, high
modest 2 BR house in or bloodlines. $100.
Paris
chain saw included
Call
or Ron Talent 753-9894.
and exterior By the Job
miles. good transportaCOMMODORE 84, 126 near Murray. P.O. Box after 6p.m. 485-4232.
•
or by the hour Rein
the
53.
items
BEAUTI
Services
FUL 3 BR, tion, 4850. 753-5901
Offered
used games for sale 2228. Puryear, Tn
COG 'Obedience, air
ferences by request.
•
lake home. Lakeway 1977 CHRYSLER Corcheap. $5 to $10 each. 311251..
condition room, day and
Call 437-4221 or 437.4534.
Shores, partially fur. dova, 437.4350 after APPLIANCE SER- • ei '
Will also trade 901-247o
evening, no Jerking
VICE, Kenmore,
32. Apts for Rent
niahed Selling to settle 4p.m
Machine
Shingles, All Kinds. Call
5785.
training, humane and
Westi
nghou
se,
estate. Also 1982 28 ft. 1075 DODGE
All makes and
GOOD used riding 1 AND 2 BR apts Lease affection, home or
Dart, 6 Whirlpool 21 years for free estimate 502Sandpiper
models.
Industrial, home
Pontoon. 753- cylinder, 2 door, 3 experienc
329-8934
mowers, starting at and deposit required. show. Mary Adelman
e. Parts and
3525 after 3p.m.
speed. with overdrive, service. Bobby Hopper, LAWN Mower and tiller and commercial. 38 yrs.
$250. Call 753.8201 or Adults only. No pets
436-2858.
experience. All work
BY Owner: 3 BR brick. $1,100. Call 435-4124.
repair.
3
come by Murray Rental 753-9208.
miles
south
Bob's Appliance Ser.
on guarante
RAVE your dog home
ed. Kenneth
111 bath, C.H.A. at- 1981 DELTA 88
and Sales, 200 East 1 BR unfurnished apt. protection and guard
Old- vice, 202 S. 5th St. 121 See Wayne and Kim Barnhill, 753-2874,
tached garage, covered smobile,
Stella,
Main, Murray.
with fireplace, ap- trained. Boarding and
fully equipted, 753-4872. 753-8886 Wilson, 753-5088
Ky.
patio, storage shed. excellent
REAVY cut hardwood pliances furnished. grooming by pro.
condition, low
home),
Lower
$40'a.
121
North
mileage. 2474744 after APPLIANCE repair
slabs $4.00 bundle. Lease and deposit re. fessionals. Air conlalsallewlMeldentla
County taxes. No real. 5p.m. Must
quired. 436-2484.
Morgan Lumber Co.
CAMPIELL WELL
sell, lost job
ditioned facility. Call 502work all brands.
tors. 489-2789.
Minim Senice Co.
DRILLING
Henry, Tn, Days I SMALL apt. at New 436-2858,
1581 MONTE Carlo, an Specialize in Tappen
EXECUTIVE--h
Mellarole In
on'1".e of- power and all'. AM/FM Call 753-5341 or 354-6956
001.587-3100 Nights 901- Concord, all electric,
Aluminum and vinyl
Coll
fered
for
sale
at
half
587-6584.
cassette,
Earl
$80. 436-2427.
Lovett.
white lettered
11100EN VALLEY
101 362 3411
Uting. Custom trim work.
Of
replacement cost. Ser- tires, sunroof.
'MURRAY Satellite 3 BR apt unfurnished, KENNELS now offers
Call 753501-362-5704
ious inquiries call for
References. Cal Will Ed
=11 or 436-2689.
Sales. Come by and stove and refrigerator. boarding and grooming
Fano EMInuntm
next day viewing ap
check out our equip- Deposit required. 753- for your dogs and
Will haul slabs
Baby. 753-0689.
cats
pointmen
t.
No agent
ment. Prices start at 0860.
at reasonable rates.
please. 436-2333.
and sawdust. LICENSED Electrician
$1,650 and up. All 1 BR duplex, kitchen. Also AKC Champio
for residential and WILL
FOR Full Time Real
do painting and
equipment guaranteed. den and bath. Call Bloodline Pomerani n
Mark Paschall, commercial Heating remodeli
Locally owned new
an
Estate
Service,
contact
ng. Very
1114 Poplar, 753-9263.
753-9240.
Stud Service. 489-2856 or
and
air condition, gas asonble. 20 years re•
car trade-ins.
Kopperud
Realty,
753-52
753ex65.
NO. 1
2 BR duplex, Northwood 489-2377.
Installation and repair. perience
1.222. We currently have
Previous ownership
Call Bill. 436Sheetrock. $6.25 pc. Subd.. $275 per month. PEG'S
Phone 753-7203
Dog Parlor. Alf
over
160
properties
2326.
for
upon request No
Mid-South Wholesale, 750-4408.
Fri., July 13th
SIASONARY Work.
breed dog grooming.
sale.
LL haul white rock,
342 E. Washington, 3 BR
CUSTOM Bushhogging. brick, block and stucco,
cars purchased at
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
unfurnished In 753-2915, Peggy
FOR Sale By Owner.
sand, lime, rip rap and
Parts, Tn., 901-642-2552.
Call
474-8091.
Auto Auction. Infoundation repair. No masonary
Panorama Shores. Ap- Gardner.
Paris
1506
Landing.
Sycamor
Tensand, coal,
e
OAK Firewood, pliances furniahed
DO you have dead or yob too big or too small.
, has
quire
nessee - See Little Eagle
at Carroll
Antique
$25/rick delivered. 753- garage and utility
dining
unwanted trees that Call 901-243-4104 ask for dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Mini
Frozen
Farms.
Brine
Volkswa
Call Roger Hudson
only 8
gen-Audi0311.
need cutting or trees Danny. Free estimates.
room. No children or
table, 6 chairs, buftracts to choose from.
753-4545 or 753-6763
Shrimp
Mazda and Depenthat need topping? Will
PANELING
Paneling: pets. 438-2484.
211 to 31 acre sites.
fet and
china
Hand Tamed
also
Paneling. Lots of colors ACCEPTING apdable
do other clean up
used cars. Call
Total acreage 81. Becabinet, other furwork such as cutting
to choose from, $5.45 plications. 1 or 2 BR
C,ockatiels
Jeff
Oakley,
autifully rolling and
BAILEY'S FARM
and up. Mid -South ants, Mur Cal
shrubbery or clean up
niture,
clothes,
lots
Apts.,
partially
753-885
0.
wooded. In
PET PEN
grown up areas. Free
Wholesale, 342 E. Northwood Dr. 750-4984.
LUMBER
everyone'
s
mind
of
odds
is
&
a
ends.
1101
Story Ave
Washington, Paris, Tn., Equal Housi
For all your
Bon. estimates. Call 437-4807
dream of a special place
ng
15
759-1322
Years
901.642-2552.
out bueding needs
to retire, camp or invest neville Broughm, blue
P.AILROAD Ties. $3.06 VOR LEASE.
759 1099
where you write your on vinyl top on 2-tone blue
Experience
2 BR
and up. Call 753-2905 or duplex apt., central 41. Public Sales
restrictions. 1 mile to and silver body, wire
Corner of Industrial Rd
435-4343 or 435-4319.
References
I.C Clanton
heat and air, teachers
Ky. lake Paris Landing wheels, blue velour
rt C.7-ALLEN manual or couples only. Call
State Park, Marina. interior, loaded! New
TR-EhWORK, complete
Free Estimate
full key cash register. 492-8850 or after
Hotel and 18 Hole Golf heavy duty 5.7 liter
removal, topping or
Thursd
ay,
753-4723.
Course. Traders or diesel engine with
fAii
n371mi:7_
. 753
trimming. Ex5_807.
discount
TRI•STATE Satellite
investors, check this 12,xxx - 12 month
perienced. Reasonable
July 12
ap . 1 or
for oft season
Sales. 11 ft. system 2 BR. Zimmerman
out, Would like to sell all guarantee. 759-1047 be.
rates. 753-0211.
7
a.m.-4
p.m.
completely installed, Apts., S. 16th. 753-6600.
together. Priced at less tween 8a.m..4p.m.
1604 Catalina
$1,785. We service what ONE and two BR apt.
than three cents per
make wet basements
983 COUGAR, loaded,
508 Whitnell
Thurs. & Fri.
square foot. Terms 23,xxx miles, fianancwe sell. Home: 901.642- near downtown Murray.
dry. Work completely
3) DELL S Re- guarant
Ave.
available. Write or call ing available. Call 3620295 Office: 753-4109, 782-6650, 436eed. Call or
7-5
frigeration and Air write Morgan ConJames D. Futrell, 406 8906 or 489-2489.
901.642-5361, 315 Tyson 2488.
Clothes, household
Condition Service
South 4th Street, ONE owner. 1983
Ave., Paris, Tenn.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Sat. Til Noon
Buick
Cleaned and repaired. 409A, Paducah,
items, tools, misc.
Murray. KY 42071 Day- Electra Limited,
33. Rooms (or Rent
Ky.
26,000
Fruit jars, clothes,
27. Mehl* Homes ler Sale
Hwy. 280. 753-7275.
502-753-7668. Night- 753- miles, power seats,
42001 or call 1-442.7026.
both
to; .collego
2394.
household items,
sides, steering' .brakes,
12x65 TRAILER and lot. students. Boys or girls.
windows, door locks, GERSERAL H011t
good condition. 3 allies 753-5561.
much more.
acres with double wide also tilt wheel,
East of Murray. Call
radio, REPAIR. 15 years exfor rent. 1 block
completely furnished stereo, tape, new
753-8425.
inside perience. Carpentry,
from University. Call
mobile home situated and out. $12,000.
Would concrete, plumbing,
1969 GUARDIAN 1240, 753-8146.
Sat.. July 14
less than a mile from take pickup
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
in
trade.
3 BR, 1% bath, rerooftng, siding. NO JOB
Rooms, air
Kentucky Lake. All new Phone 753-7595.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
asonably priced. Call conditioned. 1610 FarCOST Orld WOODWORKING
TO SMALL. Free escarpeting
,
furnishin
gs
405/
1
2 S. 12th
753-7791
timates. Days 758-6973.
mer, Call 5p.m.-1.m.
Include matching stove 50. Used Trucks
nights
1977 14•85 EXTRA nice 759-4962.
474-2276.
Clearout merchanand refrigerator and
1974 CLUB Cab Dodge JOE (Sonney I McKin2 BR trailer. Located in
SOUD WOOD CABINETS 6.
matching washer and
dise from local
Pickup, good condition
Fox Meadows Trailer 34. Houses for Rent
ney Appliance Service.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
dryer. Acreage includes
store. Also electric
Call
753-0864.
Bach
• OM. • Wawa', • Cnarry•
Ct. Completely set up ISEAUTIFUL passive
All
makes
and models.
large garden spot, apple
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES SP
w /underpinning. solar home at Pan•
dryer and gas
trees, grape harbor, 1978 CHEVROLET (Authorised Service on
CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
0:
s.w.b., 6 cylinder. Montgomery Ward Ap- • CUSTOMKITCHEN
awnings and central arama Shores, 3 BR and
Fri. & Sat.
BUILT FURNITURE I FURNITURE REFINISHING
dryer, baby items, and hookup spaces for straight
heat and air. 750-1983.
shift, good pliances). Located at
coseseicrive PRICIS we, ay a swi
sleeping loft about 2.000
10 trailers, also deep
•
DINPftlf
8-4
plus much more.
1980 LIBERTY 14•52 sq ft. built in applianwell with new pump and condition, 32,200. 753- George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store. • 1212 Main Murray. Ky.
front kitchen, fur- ces, microwave, washer
1110 Elm St.
holding tank and cen 2813.
753.3940.:
nished, washer and and dryer, central
e•••••••
tral gas heat. Call 1978 DATSUN, King Cab 753-8606 or 492-8704.
•••••••
•
••••••
dryer, underpinning, vacuum. Available Aug
pickup, 5 speed. $2.400
436-2686.
air condition. Call 753- 1. No pets. $450 month.
ITETWrigir," Call 753-2708
8825 or 753-4443
Call 753-5980 or 753-1203.
acres, excellent condi- FULL converted 1977
Good clothing and
tion, aluminum siding, Chev. Van. $8,000. Day
toys, furniture 1973
all appliances, garage 753-8835. Night 753-8669
large workshop, shed.
Mercury Monterey.
Come see make offer. 5 1. Campers
household items and
14 Fr. Shasta camper.
Call 436-2181.
more.
436-2455!
47 Motorcycles
Take 94 East to Rte
1511 FT. Shasta Lo-Flite
280 to Forrest Road,
1378 HONDA Goldwing camper trailer. stove
watch for signs. In1000, fully dressed. with oven, icebox and
FARM WAS FORMERLY KNOWN AS
Cycle sound. floor furniture, sleeps 6. Call
side if rains Wed
boards, 26,000 miles. 753-8985.
THE
ONYX ROOIRS ROME PLACE
1. Cleans Carpets & Upholstery
Thursday and Friday.
18 FOOT Casual Camper
Call 753-7989 after 5p.m.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. onIn Car, Van or Boat.
730 CC Yamaha, new for sale at Missing Hills
Form
is
Located
IS Miles West Of Murray, 4 Miles West
ly 759-1392.
tires, windshield, low Resort, air conditioned,
2. Small throw rugs.
Of Lyles *revs,2 Mies lost Of TA City. Free. Hwy.
mileage, run and looks excellent condition, water
94 At
3. Thresholds EL edges.
front
lot
Call
753-0366_
lisorpole's Gregory,Take Meech Grove Rd.Soeth I Mile
good. Trade for car,
4 3 . Real Estate
To
4. Small Hard-to-Reach places.
truck, boat. 753-2249 18' REVELL Travel
The Fame. Moos Posted',
Trailer. Sleeps 6 Self
FOR Real Service in after 6p.m.
Also see us about other various
Contained. Gas and
Real Estate, Contact
rental Items - Lawnmowers electric. Very clean. Set
Kopperud Realty, 711
FOR SALE
up at Shamrock Resort
W/E/ChaInsaw, etc.
Main. We work at your
901.232-8211 or owner.
A Q.T. Yamaha
convenience Phone 753Edward Comfort. 5021222.
Moped in good
236-2460 1995.
condition
for
1982 FRANKLIN camSTROUT
per. factory heat and
S200.00 dollars
REALTY
air, good condition
Call 759-1405
1.4mrpole •
-Reasonable. 753-1537.
Lou Ann Phipot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5006
Joe L. Kennon 496-5876
4 hlilly.
1912 CokNyetwor Rood
1
Murray. Kentucky 42071
CAR STEREO gis mai Inman=
11
0302l 753-0196
a °orb
Anytime
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
30E L. KENNON
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
Broker
1..
licarised I Bonded
4
Nei Net ly
3 BR, fully furnished, tnTrIVULIS Bulls for
central air. carpeted, sale. 15 miles south of
new furniture Call Sikeston. Mo 314.748.
753-5209 Shady Oaks
5887
RICE 2 BR near PM Sale Beautiful 111
Murray No pets 480- month
2811
old American Sad.
dlebred colt 4804442
30 Business Rentals

40

GARAGE
SALE

dirlf-rint-tr.

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

Yard
Sale

204 S. 15th
Thursday

FOR SALE

MOVING
SALE

)9n

10,

CARPORT
SALE

YARD
SALE

ROOFING!

oNTI

436-2999

wrr7fATEVENT77177,

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
753-3445
7§2-4792

ROOMS,

renTI-e21713",/!--7Mc.,

YARD SALE

GROUP
YARD
SALE

MOVING SALE

AUCTION
LAND AUCTION

RENT THE RUG DOCTOR
WITH THE
VIBRATING BRUSH

SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1984
3:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
THE

40 ACRES MORE OR LESS
SELLING BY DEED AS ONE TRACT
GOING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS! * * NO REJECTIONS!

...., ..

......4

Oa PIONEER ALPINE.

44

WE SELL • WE TRADE • WE SERVICE

HAZEL LAWN & GARDEN CENTER
311 Main St. Homo', Ky.

492-8147

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 348 50
Opened
Today
341 75
Down
6 75

Lots for Sale

tad nikbAt5" st. 181 14
blacktop frontage, 208
ft. deep. 753.6252 and
753-5550.
AURORA one to 16
acres wooded Kentuck.,
Lake area, from $3,905
nothing down. from $39
month, for home.
mobile home, tree information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996
LARGE lot in Can.
dlelight 'Estate Subdivision near Almo
Road frontage on two
'Was. Well and septic
tank. 755-4811
ONE large wooded lake
lot on Blood River. 200
ft. from water edge
Call 436-2477
45. Farms for Sale
50 ACRE'S-, SD acres in
crops with 111 acres
tobacco, Cherry Corner
area. P.O. Box 8080
Nashville, TN 37707 or
1115-1136-3787

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
7.65
Opened
Today
7 37
Down
28

Compliments of
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
733 7113
W.. buy Gold, SlIvar & Chamonds
Haws 10 IS Deily. 12 3 Sunday

KY. LAKE PAVING CO.
be in the Murray area
throughout the month of July. We
use Ky. Dept. of Transportation
spicifications. For free eitiniate for
driveways or parking lots call Rex
Smith, Ky. Lake Paving Co
Will

362-8661
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To awns

laspewroments Are:Two-I2 Wide Mobile ifesosps,
A Water
Weil, Stock Rom Oeod Peed, Allil Other Dirt
Molidimps.
WELL SECLUDED DEER HUNTER PARADISE
SOUTH EAST GRAVES CO. KENTUCKY FARM
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST BIDDER WILL BUT THIS PROPER
TY
PURITY OF PROS IMPRIMISIMONTIRI AND A SACK
MILL
OF SILVER DOLLARS WILL MI INVER *WARR
Tomes/ 29% Dews Soy Of Solid liadoose See Male
IS herd
Owes Wad Ana Debsohoefferi Owsers - seeks's. TI...

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER 8. REAL ESTATE BROKER
Ertidese.•:".....M KENTUCKY
(502) 623-8466 OR 1$02) 623-6388
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
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Delay of flight crew cited in crash investigation report
WASHINGTON (AP) landing at Louisville.
— The delayed descent Ky., instead of
of a smoldering Air Cincinnati
Canada jetliner in which
"The report indicates
23 passengers died last that the flight crew
year may have had a could have made•decicrucial impact on the sion to descend and
tragedy the head of the should have made a
National Transportation decision to descend
Safety Board says.
much earlier than they
The board, which con- did." Burnett said. "It's
cluded Its report Tues- reasonable to say that it
day, determined that was critical Assurance
probable causes of the that it would have saved
June 1983 accident were all the lives? We can't
a fire of undetermined say that. It may have."
origin, underestimation
Air Canada Flight 797,
of the fire's severity and bound from Dallas to
conflicting reports to Toronto, was forced to
the captain on contain- land at Greater Cincining the fire.
nati International AirContributing to the ac- Peril in Erlanger, Ky.
cident's severity, the Twenty-three
board said, was "the passengers died of
flight crew's delayed smoke inhalation; 18
decision to institute an others and the five crew
emergency descent."
members escaped.
Repeatedly, crew
Henry Duffy, presimembers advised the dent of the Air Line
captain that the fire in a Pilots Association, atrear lavatory was being tacked the board's conbrought under control clusion. He said even
when in fact there was though the flight crew
no reason to believe had just minutes to
that, one investigator diagnose the condition,
told the board.
the pilots "performed
Board Chairman Jim superbly" in bringing
Burnett said the staff the airliner down.
report says the pilot
"When you sit back in
should have begun an an armchair and
emergency descent analyze the situation,
when the crew first it's very easy to show
reported smoke. The savings of a few seconds
board concluded that by here and a few seconds
acting sooner, the cap- there," said Jack Mittain could have saved chell, director of flight
three to five minutes by safety for Air Canada.

No, it ‘sasn't Superman's idea
CENTRALIA, Pa. (Al')
— For 22 years a mine
fire has burned under
this town. In "Coaltown,
Pennsylvania," Superman put out a similar
blaze in fewer than
three pages.
Three pages, that is,
of Action Comics No.
558.
The Man of Steel digs
an underground trench
with "heat vision," a
solution that's not really
so far out.

"Superman used controlled burnout. That's
the whole idea behind
the trenches" proposed
In the July 1983 study of
the Office of Surface
Mining, said Dennis
Wolfe of the state
Department of Environmental Resources.
"It's a good thing the
study was dated. Otherwise, they'd say it was
taken from a 75-cent
comic book," he said.

''When you're sitting
in the cockpit next to no
instrumentation, a
smoke-filled cockpit,
it's a different situation
altogether," he said.
"We think our crews
acted extremely well
under those
circumstances."
Much of Tuesday's
discussion centered
around the probable
cause of the fire. No conclusion was reached.
Investigator William
Laynor said there was
no evidence of electrical
ignition from the toilet
flushing motor or
generator cables under
the floor. A cigarette
tossed Into the trash bin
was ruled out because
there was unburned
trash in the bottom of
the bin, he said.
However, one investigator said there
was a gap called a
"lightning hole" between the trash chute
and the trash bin in
which a cigarette could
have fallen and ignited
combustible material
below.
"It's not the obvious

trajectory that you
would expect." he said.
"But you can't rule it
out either."
The staff report also
concluded:
— The fire spread and
burned undetected in
the lavatory for almost
15 minutes before
smoke was noticed
— The first malfunction evident to the crew
was the tripping of three
circuit breakers about
11 minutes before the
fire was discovered, but
the crew didn't consider
it a serious problem.
— Attendants aided
passengers in their survival by passing out wet
towels to breathe
through.
-- The air conditioning and pressurization
packs were turned off in
the belief that the air
flow was feeding the
fire. The resulting loss
of circulation accelerated the accumulation of smoke, heat and
toxicity in the cabin and
likely decreased the
time available for
'evacuation.
One investigator said

"The Cunningham Family
by Bertie Gingles
of Murray, Ky.
A Limited Edition Reprint will be
available next month from...
McClanahan Publishing House, Inc.
Pre-Publishing Price until Aug. 1st
is $21.95 plus 5% Ky. Sales Tax &
$1.75 Shipping & Handling per
Book. 5 or more copies mailed
FREE.
Reserve your copy by sending payment to

McClanahan
Publishing House Inc.
Rt. 2 Box 32
Kuttawa, KY 42055

the only time the air
conditioning should be

turned off is when fumes
Otherwise, they are
are present_
the best method of ven

Wilting that airplane.'"
he said..

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SUMMER SALE

TIRED OF YOUR NEIGHBOR
TELLING YOU HOW
GREAT HIS ECHO
TRIMMER IS?

ISN'T IT GREAT HOW THESE
ECHO TRIMMERS KEEP THE
LAWN NEAT AND TRIM?

Don't spend another summer 1.1..big to how
greet an Echo trimmer is. Discover tor yourseff why so many 'abetted customers
cams an Echo? For unoompromis, Iry reliability • proven
performance go
with Echo,
Ugbnreiglit (only 10.1 lb.)
• Nyloo flecked mdfler mord
holp• prime' opermor.
• Tap-tomiramee trinomial;
hood for moomop trimming.
•48 shaft for trim mdog borate-rem\
Now

Only

119

GT160AE - REG. 8144.93

ECHO TRIMMER GT200

REG. 174.95

ECHO TRIMMER SRM210.. ,REG. 209.95...

ECHO
TRIMMER KIT

SAVE $

13995

SAVE

16995 I

REG. 24.95
NOW ONLY

$995
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WIGGINS FURNITURE
Going-Out Of Business Sale
21 Days Left
Open Tii July 31 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Everything Must Go. Tremendous Buys On
All Furniture And Bedding.
Prices Are Lowest Possible. /1••=mt•1
iWA\
We Still Have A Seiection Of Bedding - Sofas Love Seats - Chairs - Chrome & Bronze - 7. 5
& 3 Pc. Dinettes - 5 Dining Room Sets - Table
Lamps - Gun Cabinets - Book Shelves - Curios
- Hall Trees - Maple And Oak Corner Cabinets
- Bunk Beds - End Tables - Recliners - Swivel
Rockers - Desk - Wooden Rockers - 1 Maple
Hutch - 3 & 5 Pc. Bedroom Suites - Odd Maple
Bed - Lots of Odds & Ends. Bring Your Truck
Or Delivery Can Be Arranged. This Ad Will
Not Be Repeated
All Sales Final
.1111111M.-

Nate Wiggins Furniture Will Ere-- 0pe-n Til July 31
All Sales Must Be Picked Up By July 31
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O.S.D.A. Choke
Grain Fed Beef

Whole
Rib
Eyes
Ito 10lb.
Avg.

Genuhwi Leen Crowed

Whole
Top
Sir
loin
10to121b.Avg.

Round or
Ground
Chuck
10lb.pkg.

lb $269

ib $169

MON Pak Pod
Met er eh*

Rib Half
Pork Loll
pow
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$138
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n
r
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39c

Kroger 1/2%

Mtn. Dew,Pepsi Free,
Diet or Regular

Low-Fat
Milk
plastic gallon

Country Oven

Potato
Chips

Pepsi
Cola
$11 39
PLUS

$179

16=Si"59
pkg.

DEPOSIT

11
‘
01
4
1
ti3C,K
Old Fashioned

Ice
cream
gallon
pail

119 Ct.,84 Sq. Ft., 1-Ply

Texas Style 10 Count

Scot
Towels

Kroger
Biscuits

jumbo roll

12 oz. cans

NOT
B
riquets

Kroger

9t

fOr •

C
harcoal
SIS9

CASP-$5.34)

10gj3 bag

Gulf

Pure Vegetable

Kroger

Assorted POPS

Charcoal
Lighter

Crisco
Oil

Prepared
Mustard

Freezer
Pleezer

32 oz.
btl.

149

128 oz.
bottle

639

24 oz.
Jar

69c

16 ct.
pkg.

$1

29

NOTIC
($1.00 OFF LABEL)
Twin Pack

Solo 12 Ounce

Ivory
Liquid

Party
Cups

Big IIC
Drinks

Kroger

Tomato
C32aotzsuttipe

99bot

20 ct. pkg.

32 oz. bottle

12 oz cans

89c

89
$
1

iiiWI Moll %I 1.1 Ill111. Mill IV 1111 11 Ill 11114!!111//li I
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Murine

•
Regular or Unscented

Eye Drops
50z.$149

Cushioned Ends

()-Tilps Swabs

bottle
ON
Sustained Action

89

SOO ct$1
PRO
Scott

Drixoral
lopizg.t$

259

Baby Fresh Wipes
40 zz $145
,illtl\
,

3
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"C" Or "0" Cee flatteries

Real
Mayonnaise
32
$129

.
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Assorted Flavors

Kroger -Our Dairy Nor
Small or Large Curs!

Cottage
Cheese
12 oz.
tub

Avondale Frozen

French
Fries
VI69

51b.
bag

Kroger Regular Cut or
French Style

10 Ct. Hot Dog or
12 Ct. Jr. Hamburger

Green
Beans

Kroger
Buns
12 oz.
pkg.

1!z.
cans

("PER CASE"
014)
$1
.

("PER CASE"...$8.00)

Kroger

Assorted Frozen

Barbecue
Sauce

Morton
Pot Pies

180z. btl.

8 oz. pkgs.

1
00
("PER CASE"...$8.28)

3 oz.
cans

r ("PER

CASE"...$8.00)

Armour

Fruit Drink 10 Pack

Shedd's Spread

Individually Wrapped Slices

Potted
Meat

Capri
Sun

Country
Crock

Kroger
Cheese Food

87

$269

3 lb.
crock

Kroger

Frozen

12 oz.
pkg.

$129

Reach For The Star

Country Oven

Kroger
Lemonade

Armour
Treet

Shortcake
Shells

12 oz.cans

12 Oz. Can

4 Ct. MIL

$119 2 $100

N°
ThirstT
Ouel
ldlerEI
Gatorade

Drink
32 oz. btl.

For

7
5
C
("PER
CASE"...$9.00)
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Lean 97% Fat Free
•

Boiled
Ham

Kitchen Fresh
American or Mustard

hi-Store Fresh Baked

Potato
Salad

$329
lb.
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"Spicy" Port

Longhorn 1
Cheese

Gourmet
International Coke
MIN at tat Mew INN Met Om
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IN THE MEAT DEPT.

0
U.S.D.A. Choke Crain Fed Beef
Whole Boneless 10 To 12 Lb. Avg.

Top

$e69
Sirloin

sam
3y:

0

sLift
0
Canned
Ham

SAVE
$499Tom

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Family Pak

• Cube
Steaks
pound

Quarter Sliced

Country Style Slab

Pork,
Loin

Mr. Turkey
Boneless Whole or Half

Sliced
Bacon

Turkey
Ham

pound

Pound

Pound

3lb

48

can

SAVE 79,
PER LEL

11

Genuine Grimed Chuck or

Ground Round 11°""7,'
US a& Clare Grain Fed Ref lkole lemiess

Sirloin Tip

lb

$169
6199

a!)

lb

5179

Swift Kiev or
12 01
pUg

Cordon Bleu

or the way you lye today

2400. FM Sticks or 20 Oz. Fisk Portions

Cost Cutter Fish

SAVE

$2
19

Armour
12 04
PII9

Wieners

$129

Gourmet

SAVE 40,
PER LE

Boneless Ham

lb

$269

Circle B

Pork Sausage

lb

99C

Frozen Honeysuckle

Boiled Ham

lb $299

Beef Wieners

12 oz
pkg

All Vaneties Serve II Save

*215

69

Wilson 95*, Fat Free
lb

Kroger Meat or
$2
99

$

38

•
I

Hormel
Wranglers

US an Choice

Leg 0 Lamb

SAVE 20,
PER le.

Lunch Meats

lb

99c
$129

Boneless Turkey

lb

$179

USDA Grade A Holly Farms(Aug Size like I

Fryer Wings
Frozen i5 lb

lb

MI

Fryer Livers

69c
39c

99
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KING
COTTON

.1.11

Washington State

Bing
Cherries

Yellow or White "In The Husk"

Sweet Corn

frcsh floral 6hoppe
Show Plants

"1:11 $14"

HaWijing Van

sr 202:
'

African Violets
PAGE Fain A PAGE Foul.

2ttis $3"
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Sale 4.99
Top ways to
beat the heat.

Ong.8.99. Sporting looks to keen
you going on the warmest days—
priced to keep your budget in line.
A terrific assortment, including
muscle sleeve and schimmel tops in
solids and stripes Some with mesh
inserts or trim. All of cool p&yester,
tor men's sizes.
Informed@Is markdowns may have
been Iiikom

(49

JCPenney

1 06)
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it*
piernaiiia
runnersfar
good looks—at
primal far*laws'
SlOanctpelyia.
ingarkick.
ot
Assattod aolleihrsah contest ban
?S.Oft.ItCrammed lap hos
men and Vad Oak Polyeseav
=Hon knit investdeem
0,10.St*kin aNiri shorts *el
eaisy-on aiaalla *alai IS Welk
goads Wag
LJL
bum

Lightweight tot
What a way to go!
16A.Sole 3.99 leech Orig. 7.99. Our
lowest pr(os this year' Sport-andtravel totes are bright
everyday probierns,
eamy your running r
tO work, And
yOur &ems shoes when
IN ce in sneakers,

EVENT 81A7.7—:-TeMUDNIAY, JU! :249134
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Shop Sunday 12:30 to 8:00prn
Monday thru Friday 900em to 9:000m
Saturday 9:00ern tO930P111
Store Phone 759-1400• Catalog Phone 759-4080
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SUNDAY,JULY 15, 1984
Advertising Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Awe)

